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Freshman & Sophomore Seminars at Berkeley
UC Berkeley’s Freshman and Sophomore Seminars provide an unparalleled opportunity for faculty
members and small groups of lower-division students to explore a scholarly topic of mutual interest
together, in the spirit of learning for its own sake. By taking a seminar a student becomes an active
member of Berkeley’s intellectual community. The seminars depend on the regular presence and active
participation of every student. Sharing ideas in class is an important academic skill that can be acquired
only through practice. The vigorous discussions that characterize the most successful seminars depend on
the commitment of each and every member of the class. Students are encouraged to choose their
seminars based on the pull of intellectual curiosity, a desire to explore enticing and even unfamiliar realms.
Please visit the Freshman & Sophomore Seminar website at http://fss.berkeley.edu/ for the following:
•

Updates to the seminar lists included in this document on easy-to-follow web pages

•

Revisions to this document

•

Pop-up menus to help students find seminars of interest based on seminar topics

•

Information regarding the Food for Thought Seminar series, a wonderful way for faculty and
students to get better acquainted in an informal setting before or after class

L&S Discovery Courses
The seven-course breadth requirement can be an unparalleled opportunity to explore fascinating worlds
of knowledge. The Letters & Science Discovery Courses take the guesswork out of satisfying the breadth
requirement. Taught by some of the most distinguished faculty on campus and deliberately designed to
engage and ignite the minds of non-experts, these courses are unforgettable. For details on the Discovery
Courses, see http://lsdiscovery.berkeley.edu.

This document was last updated on October 28, 2016.
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FRESHMAN SEMINARS
The following courses, most of which are numbered 24, are limited to 15-18 students. Each is offered for
one unit of credit. First-year students will be given priority for enrollment. Courses designated P/NP may
be taken pass/no pass only; courses designated LG may be taken for a letter grade or on a pass/no pass
basis. If a course is designated as requiring the consent of the instructor to enroll, or if you would like
additional course information, contact the undergraduate assistant in the department offering the seminar.
African American Studies 24, Section 1
Sport, Celebrity, and Controversy in American Culture (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Bil Banks
Tuesday 12:00-1:00, 225 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 12280
The seminar will examine a number of sports figures who have embodied or
challenged important assumptions in American life. Babe Ruth, Jack Dempsey, Jack
Johnson, Billie Jean King, Muhammad Ali, Tiger Woods, Lance Armstrong, and “out
of the closet” gay athletes will be studied to gain a deeper understanding of how
sport and celebrity have been constructed in the national consciousness.
Bil Banks is a Professor of African American Studies and author of Black
Intellectuals: Race and Responsibility in American Life, winner of the 1997 American
Book Award. Professor Banks has offered many Freshman and Sophomore Seminars.
African American Studies 24, Section 2
Researching “Mixed-Race” History and Images in the United States (1 unit, LG)
Professor Stephen Small
Thursday 2:00-4:00, 190 Barrows Hall, Class number: 12281
Class will meet on Thursdays for 7 weeks, from January 19 through March 2, 2017.
People of mixed racial origins are one of the fastest growing populations in
California and across the United States. This course provides an overview of their
contemporary circumstances and describes some sources and methods available for
studying these populations (including those of mixed Asian, Black, Chicano, Native
American or white ancestry). We will review some of the main themes in writings
about people of mixed racial origins, and we will examine various sources for
identifying mixed race populations, including census, biographies, literature and
films. This course will equip students with basic research skills that can be utilized
for other projects in African American Studies, Ethnic Studies, History, Sociology,
Anthropology and Cultural Studies.
This seminar is designed for freshman students interested in thinking about people
of mixed race origins in the United States.
Stephen Small, Ph.D. (UC, Berkeley) is Associate Professor in the Department of
African American Studies where he has taught since 1995. He teaches courses on
contemporary race and ethnic relations, public history and collective memory,
globalization, people of mixed race, and qualitative research methods (including
historical archives, ethnography and interviewing). His current research includes
public history and collective memory, the Black Diaspora in Europe, and people of
mixed origins. He has carried out research in Europe (England, Netherlands and
Spain), in the Caribbean (Jamaica and Curacao) and in Brazil. His Ph.d. research was
on people of mixed race in the Caribbean and the United States during slavery. He
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is co-editor of Global Mixed Race, with Rebecca Chioko King O’Riain, Minelle
Mahtani, Miri Song and Paul Spickard,New York University Press, 2014. He was
born and raised in Liverpool, England, a city with a large population of mixed origins.
His origins are English and Jamaican.

African American Studies 24, Section 3
Language and Politics in Southern Africa (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Sam Mchombo
Wednesday 2:00-3:00, 204 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33004
This seminar will focus on political developments in Southern Africa and the use of
language in fostering national identity and attaining cultural emancipation. We will
look at case studies representative of the dynamics of the region. The topics covered
will include a brief history of the peoples of Southern Africa; family structure,
kinship systems and traditional political institutions; cultural practices and religious
beliefs; the impact of contact with western culture and civilization on language
issues and political organization; language and its role in fostering national identity
in post-independence Africa; models of national language policy in multi-ethnic
societies; language use and democratic practice and human rights; the impact of
AIDS on economic development and linguistic ecology; prospects of mothereducation; and the use of African languages in science and technology. Since the
course is a seminar, students will be expected to participate actively in the class.
There will be a course reader. There will be no examinations. Grades will be based
on one 500-word paper and class participation. This seminar is part of the Food for
Thought Seminar Series.
Sam Mchombo is an Associate Professor in the Department of African American
Studies and was a member of the Department of Linguistics faculty from 1988 to
2009. He received his B.A. from the University of Malawi and Ph.D. from the
University of London. He pioneered and taught courses in Linguistics and African
Language Structure in what is now the Department of African Languages and
Linguistics in the University of Malawi. From 1985-1988 he was a member of the
Linguistics faculty at San Jose State University, teaching courses on general
linguistics, syntax, and semantics. His research focuses on grammatical theory and
African linguistic structure. Recently, he has also focused on aspects of African
politics, delivering talks at the World Affairs Council on emergent democracies, as
well as human rights in Africa. His publications include Theoretical Aspects of Bantu
Grammar (1993), The syntax of Chichewa (Cambridge University Press, 2004), and
"Democratization in Malawi: Its Roots and Prospects," published in a volume edited
by Jean-Germain Gros called Democratization in Late Twentieth-Century Africa.
Other works include papers on "National Identity, Democracy and the Politics of
Language in Malawi and Tanzania," as well as "The Role of the Media in Fostering
Democracy in Southern Africa," both published in The Journal of African Policy
Studies, "Religion and Politics in Malawi" in Issues in Political Discourse Analysis
(2005), and "Sports and Development in Malawi" in Soccer and Society Vol. 7 No. 23, 2006. He has delivered invited lectures and conference presentations in Hong
Kong, Europe, Mexico, and in Africa. In Spring 2003, he was appointed Distinguished
African Scholar by the Institute for African Development at Cornell University.
Faculty web site: http://africam.berkeley.edu/faculty/mchombo.html
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Architecture 24, Section 1
Design Thinking, Creativity, Innovation, and Future Career Paths (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor W. Mike Martin
Tuesday 1:00-3:00, 270 Wurster Hall, Class number: 11838
This seminar will meet five weeks, beginning January 17 and through February 16,
2017.
Creativity and innovation are the key drivers of success for many of today’s leading
industries and organizations. At the center of these activities is how design thinking
supports innovation. Most of our future, both today and in the years to come, will be
due to a culture of creative innovation. An important element of a creative culture
is the use of design thinking as a means to unlock and define the challenges of the
day and provide a framework for our actions in producing resolutions. This course
provides opportunities for students from all disciplines to explore the principles and
concepts that underpin design thinking, creativity, and innovations, and how these
powerful ways of thinking and acting are manifested in potential career paths.
Professor W. Mike Martin has been at UCB for the past 25 years in the Architecture
Department of the College of Environmental Design. He served as the
Undergraduate Dean of CED for eleven years and completed a three-year term as
Chair of the Architecture Department. Just before retiring, he served as the
University of California Systems Education Abroad Director for Scandinavia from
2006-2008 in Copenhagen, Denmark. His teaching and research have focused on the
study of the practice of design thinking, collaborative design, work-studies of
practice, and storytelling/narrative as a means of knowledge transfer in practice and
the academic community.
Faculty web site: http://ced.berkeley.edu/ced/faculty-staff/mike-martin
Architecture 24, Section 2
Reading Places (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Donlyn Lyndon
Wednesday 3:00-5:00, 270 Wurster Hall, Class number: 33396
Class will meet two hours per week for the first half of the semester, starting
January 18, 2017.
The physical settings in which we carry out everyday activities are the result of
many different decisions by planners and city agencies, architects, builders, owners,
tenants, users, maintenance people. The things we see around us and the
relationships they have to each other carry traces of those many decisions and we
can read in them the character of a place: the predominant interests of its
inhabitants, the imaginative investments made by its builders, the opportunities
they afford. The seminar will involve close field observation of places in the Bay
Area and discussion of writings that can inform our understanding. There will be
walks through places, weekly assignments of analysis and description, and spirited
discussion.
Donlyn Lyndon FAIA is Eva Li Professor Emeritus of Architecture and Urban Design
in the Department of Architecture, a member of the Graduate Group for the Design
of Urban Places and the Editor Emeritus of the Journal Places.
His teaching at UCB, MIT and the University of Oregon, always concerned with the
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role of architecture in the public realm, has received national recognition. His work
as an architect has included housing, planning and urban design on the east coast as
well as in California, where The Sea Ranch Condominium One (designed with
MLTW) is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
His writings include The Place of Houses, The City Observed Boston, Chambers for a
Memory Palace and most recently The Sea Ranch which surveys fifty years of
architecture, landscape and planning in that community where he continues to
design houses that position indoor and outdoor spaces within the landscape in ways
that meet individual interests and contribute to the character of the overall place.

Bioengineering 24, Section 1
A History of Biology in Science Fiction (1 unit, P/NP)
Lecturer Terry Johnson
Wednesday 5:00-6:00, 223 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 32918
The science fiction of a particular period often reflects the cultural struggles and
anxieties of that time, while drawing inspiration from contemporary scientific
discovery. In this course, we will examine fiction (primarily English-language short
stories, novels, radio plays, television, and film). We’ll consider the actual biological
science behind them (as it was understood at the time that the text was written),
the ways in which authors apply and extrapolate science in their narratives, and to
what ends. We’ll also discuss a few trends in science fiction, and how these trends
have changed over time, and explore why. This seminar is part of the Food for
Thought Seminar Series.
Terry D. Johnson has a master's degree in chemical engineering from MIT and is
currently an Associate Teaching Professor of bioengineering at UC Berkeley. He
hopes that by doing so, he will be giving students the tools that they will need to
repair him as he gets older.
He teaches courses in a wide range of subjects, displaying a versatility that has
prevented him from achieving any actual expertise. In 2010 he received the Golden
Apple Award for Outstanding Teaching, and was one of the recipients of Berkeley's
2013 Distinguished Teaching Awards. He is also co-author of the popular science
book How to Defeat Your Own Clone (and other tips for surviving the biotech
revolution).
Chemistry 24, Section 1
Bridge (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Marcin Majda
Thursday 4:00-5:00, 262 Evans Hall, Class number: 10954
"The essentials for playing a good game of bridge are to be truthful, clear-headed
and considerate; prudent but not averse to taking a risk; and not to cry over spilt
milk. And incidentally, those are perhaps also the essentials for playing the more
important game of life." - Somerset Maugham
This seminar will offer an introduction to Bridge–a card game involving two opposing
pairs of partners. Standard bidding conventions and elements of play will be covered.
Bridge is a rather sophisticated game with an intellectual challenge comparable to
that of chess. Enrollment is limited to 16 freshmen. This is “Bridge for beginners”
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seminar. No prior knowledge of the game is assumed or necessary. However,
students who enjoy logical, strategic thinking, like card games, and puzzles and do
not mind weekly homework assignments will enjoy and appreciate Bridge and this
seminar the most.
Marcin Majda is not a bridge expert but has passionately enjoyed playing bridge for
most of his life. Other information, not necessarily relevant to this seminar, can be
found on his university web site.
Faculty web site: http://chem.berkeley.edu/faculty/majda/index.php
Civil and Environmental Engineering 24, Section 1
Waves: Ideal, Real, and In Between (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Evan Variano
Wednesday 11:00-12:00, 544 Davis Hall, Class number: 25946
Predicting sinusoidal wave motion has been one of the great successes of calculus
and is a centerpiece of basic physics. However, many of the wave types observed in
nature do not fit into this rather narrow mathematical description. This course will
take a broad view of waves, exploring a wide variety of different wave types.
Examples will be drawn from fields including biology, ecology, and physics, with a
particular emphasis on the water waves encountered in environmental engineering.
For each wave type we explore, we will consider the simplified mathematical models
that try to capture the essence of the wave. We will explore the limits of these
models and discuss the practical implications of making engineering decisions based
on idealized models. The class will follow Gavin Pretor-Pinney’s armchair science
book, “The Wave Watcher’s Companion,” with supplementary material presented
in class to motivate and support group discussions. This seminar is part of the Food
for Thought Seminar Series.
Dr. Variano studies fluid motion in the environment, with a special focus on the airwater interface. As an innovator of laboratory techniques, he has found ways to
directly observe fluid behavior in new and revealing ways. He uses his
measurements to describe the underlying physical processes that control the motion
of pollutants, nutrients, and plankton in the world’s oceans. The constant tension
between observing the world in all its complexity and simplifying it for engineering
purposes is what drives his research program; this tension is a central theme that we
discuss in the seminar. Undergraduates contribute in significant ways to his
research efforts, with several students joining the lab each year. He has also
published a paper on best practices for integrating research experiences and
classroom learning.
Civil and Environmental Engineering 24, Section 2
The Design, Construction and Testing of Household Clean Water Filters for
Developing Countries (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor John Dracup
See days and times below. , 212 O'Brien Hall (first meeting), Class number: 25947
The class will meet four times: Wednesday, January 25, 2017, 6:00-8:00 pm in 212
O'Brien Hall; Saturday, January 28, 2017, 9:00 am - 3:00 pm in 212 and 125 O'Brien
Hall; Saturday, February 11, 9:00 am - 3:00 pm in 212 and 125 O'Brien Hall; and
Wednesday, February 2017, 6:00-8:00 pm in 212 O'Brien Hall.
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UNESCO and WHO report that approximately 6,000 children under the age of five
die each day in the developing world from the lack of clean water and sanitation.
This is equivalent to ten Boeing 747 jet passenger planes crashing each day of the
year. However, biosand, membrane and ceramic water filters are simple and cheap
technologies available to mitigate this problem.
These water filters have recently become widely used in the developing world as a
means of purifying drinking water for individual household use. They provide an
inexpensive and effective system of removing turbidity and pathogens (i.e. viruses,
bacteria and worms) from polluted water.
Biosand filters can be readily made from local sources of sand and gravel. The bio
layer is located at the top of the sand column and takes up to a few weeks to grow,
feeding off the influent initially poured through the sand and gravel column. The
outer container can be made from plastic or concrete, materials that are commonly
available in the developing world. The pipes and connections are usually made of 1inch PVC pipes.
Membrane water filtration is a method to remove viruses, bacteria and other
contaminants from water by passing raw water through a microporous membrane.
Most membrane filters for drinking water start with thin semi-permeable materials
made from a synthetic polymer–manufactured as flat sheet stock or as hollow fibers.
Many small, individual membranes are then bundled and formed into one of
hundreds of different types of membrane modules.
Ceramic filters remove viruses, bacteria and other contaminants by passing the raw
water through a wall of ceramic material.
The purpose of this class will be to build and test three different biosand filter
containers, three different membrane filters and three different ceramic filters. The
class of 18 freshman students will be divided into three teams, with six students per
each type of filter category. Each team will test, assess and report on its own unique
filters.
To obtain a passing grade, attendance at all of the four class meetings is mandatory.
There will be no exceptions. Please check your schedule carefully before registering
for this class.
Dr. John Dracup is a Professor of the Graduate School in the Department of Civil &
Environmental Engineering. His expertise is in water resource engineering and
hydrology. He holds degrees from: the University of Washington, Seattle; the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge; and from the University of
California, Berkeley. His recent awards include being inaugurated into the "Order
of the Black Blouse" by the Water Rights Court of Valencia, Spain; the designation of
a Diplomat of the American Academy of Water Resource Engineering of the
American Society of Civil Engineers; a Honorary Professorship at the Universidad
Catolica St. Antonio of Murcia, Spain; and the “Agua para Todos” award from the
Region of Murcia, Spain; he was a Senior Fulbright Scholar to Australia and he is a
Fellow of the AGU, ASCE, AAAS and the AWRA. He is active in providing clean
water to developing countries as a volunteer for Rotary International.
Faculty web site: http://www.ce.berkeley.edu/faculty/faculty.php?id=205
Civil and Environmental Engineering 24, Section 3
Ethical Problems in Design and Construction of the New Bay Bridge (1 unit, P/NP)
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Professor Abolhassan Astaneh
Thursday 4:00-5:00, 544 Davis Hall, Class number: 33191
The Seminar focuses on the new spans of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
opened to traffic in 2013. The existing Bay Bridge was built during 1930’s and still is
considered one of the marvels of bridge engineering of all times. During the 1989
Loma Prieta earthquake, a small portion of the oadway above a pier collapsed, while
the rest of the bridge withstood the M7.1 earthquake with minor damage. Initially,
the plan was to retrofit both East Bay and West Bay spans seismically. However, in
1996 through a series of activities marred by conflict of interests and ethically
questionable decisions by engineers and transportation officials in charge, it was
decided to replace the Eastern spans. Since then, and after more than 16 years from
the time that a decision was made to build a new replacement for the Eastern Spans,
the project has been plagued with serious design and construction problems,
resulting in the seismic safety of the new bridge questioned by many experts. The
root of almost all problems of the new Bay Bridge can be traced back to the welldocumented lack of engineering ethics in design and construction of the new bridge
on the part of engineers and transportation officials involved. Professor Astaneh
became a “Minner Fellow on Engineering Ethics and Professional/Social
Responsibility” in 2013 and had studied many aspects of the new Bay Bridge,
including ethical aspects, for more than 15 years. In this seminar, he will focus on
ethical aspects of design and construction of the new Bay Bridge.
Professor Astaneh is a member of the faculty in the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering. His area of specialty is behavior and design of structures
to withstand gravity, seismic and blast loads. He has conducted several major
research and design projects on long span bridges and tall buildings. He teaches
graduate and undergraduate courses in structural engineering. He has studied
extensively the existing as well as the new Bay Bridge, including the ethical aspects
of its design and construction, for more than twenty-four years.
Faculty web site:
http://www.ce.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/astaneh?destination=people%2Ffaculty
%2Fastaneh
Classics 24, Section 1
Food and Religion in Ancient Greece (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Mark Griffith
Wednesday 3:00-4:00, 106 Mulford Hall, Class number: 13680
In this course we will look at ancient Greek eating habits, sacrificial customs, and
dietary restrictions in relation to their religious and philosophical beliefs. Which
animals were killed and eaten, which not--and which kinds or parts of animals were
especially significant for religious purposes? What vegetables and fruits were sacred
or specially valued? How were foods to be cooked, for religious or non-religious
purposes? Which foods were forbidden? Why? What was the relationship between
medicine and religion in the realm of diet and food-preparation? What kinds of
mythical narratives were told to "explain" Greek eating habits and sacrificial
practices? How healthy and sustainable was the classical Greek diet? And why did
certain religious/philosophical sects advocate vegetarianism?
We will read short excerpts from major Greek authors (all in English translation),
including Homer, Hesiod, Herodotus, Hippocrates, Plato, Plutarch, Porphyry; and
some visual material (vase paintings, archaeological remains, etc.). We'll also look at
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other ancient Near Eastern societies for comparison.

Mark Griffith is a Professor of Classics and of Theater, Dance, and Performance
Studies. His publications have focused primarily on Greek tragedy.
Faculty web site:
http://classics.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/person_detail.php?person=13
Computer Science 24, Section 10
Berkeley Through the Lens (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Brian Barsky
Friday 12:00-2:00, 606 Soda Hall, Class number: 26180
Students in this seminar will actively examine UC Berkeley "through the lens" on a
photographic journey emphasizing activism and political engagement on campus,
both historically and recently. In addition to exploring photographic technique in
general, this seminar will stress awareness of both historical and current events.
The objectives of this class include improving skills for both photographic technique
and civic engagement. This seminar will study photographs and learn photographic
technique. The seminar has photography assignments: students are required to
take photographs on a weekly basis. These photographs will be critiqued in class as
time permits. A background and experience in photography is recommended.
Students must have access to a camera to do the course assignments. Recommended
specifications for the camera include manual control of exposure and focus and the
capability of changing the focal length (wide-angle and telephoto). To hone
photographic skills, aesthetic, semantic, and technical aspects of photography will be
discussed. As time permits, possible photography topics may include quality of light,
dynamic range, exposure control, depth of field, composition and patterns,
perspective, color science, the human visual system, and perception.
The seminar emphasizes civic engagement and is not intended to be primarily a
photography course. Political discussion will be an integral part of the seminar.
Class participation is essential. The class generally includes visits to campus
museums, galleries, and archives.
In addition to the requirement of completing weekly assignments, attendance at all
classes and other course-related activities is required to receive a "pass" grade,
except for prior arrangement with the instructor or documented emergencies.
"Guidelines Concerning Scheduling Conflicts with Academic Requirements" by the
Committee on Educational Policy state, "If unforeseen conflicts arise during the
course of the semester students must promptly notify the instructor and arrange to
discuss the situation as soon as these conflicts (or the possibility of these conflicts)
are known" and "faculty may decline to enroll students in a class who cannot be
present at all scheduled activities."
This seminar is not about the subject of computer science even though it is offered
through the Computer Science Division. Students from all academic disciplines are
welcome and encouraged to enroll.
The first class session will not be held in the classroom. All students enrolled or
waitlisted for this seminar should be in direct contact with Professor Barsky in
advance of the first class session for details about where to meet.
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Additional field trip information and Food for Thought dining details will be
discussed in class. This seminar is part of the Food for Thought Seminar Series.
Brian Barsky received his Ph.D. from the University of Utah in Computer Science.
His research interests include computational photography, contact lens design,
computer methods for optometry and ophthalmology, image synthesis, computer
aided geometric design and modeling, CAD/CAM/CIM, interactive and realistic
three-dimensional computer graphics, visualization in scientific computing,
computer aided cornea modeling and visualization, medical imaging, vision
correcting displays, and virtual environments for surgical simulation.
Faculty web site: http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~barsky
Earth and Planetary Science 24, Section 1
Oceans in the News (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Jim Bishop
Thursday 2:00-3:30, 401 McCone Hall, Class number: 14817
Not one week goes by without major articles about the oceans in print/online media
such as The San Francisco Chronicle, New York Times, and LA Times. Articles span
the gamut from the March 2011 earthquake near Japan, resulting tsunami damage to
a nuclear reactor, and subsequent radionuclide releases to the ocean which are still
being tracked five years later ... to James Cameron diving to the deepest Ocean
Trench in a novel submarine (what has happened since?) ... to captive killer whales ...
to the latest news on changing climate and Arctic sea ice melting. Seminar
participants will choose topic areas to be covered, find their own articles and lead
discussion. The aim is to identify and to drill down to the sources of the material, in
other words to learn about effective communication. Students will be graded on
active participation and presentations. Students will not be able to add this course
after the first two weeks of the semester.
Jim Bishop is a Professor of marine biogeochemistry in the Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences. His research focus is on understanding the role of ocean biology
in the control of atmospheric carbon dioxide. He loves going to sea and has logged
almost two years at sea during 45 oceanographic expeditions. He and his group
design, build, and deploy autonomous ocean profiling robots which have already
racked up eight years of continuous observations. For more information regarding
Professor Bishop, visit his faculty web page. His August 2016 ocean expedition is
covered at http://oceanbots.lbl.gov.
Faculty web site: http://eps.berkeley.edu/people/jim-bishop
Electrical Engineering 24, Section 1
An Informal Philosophy of Technology (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Edward Lee
Tuesday 12:30-1:30, 337A Cory Hall, Class number: 26906
This seminar is about technology, how it advances, who makes it advance, and what
are its limits. It will examine the complicated relationships between engineering,
science, and mathematics, and between design, invention and discovery. It will study
the intellectual and creative processes of engineering and will look at how digital
technology and software have advanced to the point where they offer a medium of
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creativity that is almost entirely unconstrained by physics. It will study the limits to
technological advances, including fundamental limits, human imagination, and our
human inability to readily assimilate new paradigms. The seminar will examine how
technology revolutions come about and the role that paradigms play, updating the
classic work by Kuhn and applying it to technology rather than science. The seminar
will confront contemporary controversies, particularly the proposition put forth by
many today that software and digital information are universal models, subsuming
physics and cognition, body and soul. Students will discuss how technology, and
particularly software, will continue to coevolve with humans. There are no
particular prerequisites, but a strong interest in mathematics, science, and
computing will be necessary to fully engage. The seminar will meet once per week
over lunch, and I will be providing lunch. Enrollment will need to be limited to about
15 to 20 students, at most.

Edward A. Lee is the Robert S. Pepper Distinguished Professor in the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS) department at U.C. Berkeley. His
research interests center on design, modeling, and analysis of embedded, real-time
computational systems. He is the director of the nine-university TerraSwarm
Research Center (http://terraswarm.org), a director of Chess, the Berkeley Center
for Hybrid and Embedded Software Systems, and the director of the Berkeley
Ptolemy project. From 2005-2008, he served as chair of the EE Division and then
chair of the EECS Department at UC Berkeley. He is co-author of six books and
hundreds of papers. He has led the development of several influential open-source
software packages, notably Ptolemy and its various spinoffs. He received the B.S.
degree in Computer Science from Yale University in 1979, the S.M. degree in EECS
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1981, and the Ph.D. degree
in EECS from UC Berkeley in 1986. From 1979 to 1982 he was a member of technical
staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey, in the Advanced Data
Communications Laboratory. He is a co-founder of BDTI, Inc., where he is currently
a Senior Technical Advisor, and has consulted for a number of other companies. He
is a Fellow of the IEEE, was an NSF Presidential Young Investigator, and won the
1997 Frederick Emmons Terman Award for Engineering Education.
Faculty web site: http://eecs.berkeley.edu/~eal
English 24, Section 2
The Arts and Culture at Berkeley and Beyond (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Genaro Padilla
Wednesday 4:00-5:00, B40 Hearst Field Annex, Class number: 31115
In this seminar we will read the work of Berkeley poets; study the paintings,
sculpture, and video installations in our own Berkeley Art Museum; attend musical
and theatrical performances at Zellerbach Hall; see and discuss films at the Pacific
Film Archve (PFA) on campus; and I hope to plan a visit to the Oakland Art Museum
and perhaps one of the art museums in San Francisco. My aim is quite simply to
introduce first-year students to the astonishing range of cultural production on the
campus and in the Bay Area.
Many, if not most, of the musical, film and theater events take place in the evening,
so I will ask that you keep many of your Wednesday and Thursday, and some
weekend, evenings open for attending performances. I can't schedule our events
until I see what is offered for the spring, and that probably won't be until later in the
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fall semester.
We will engage in discussion based on short response papers by the students in the
seminar. I expect students who enroll in the course to commit themselves to
evening performances that will be the basis of discussion at the Wednesday
afternoon seminar.
Admission to the on-campus art events included in this course will be provided at no
cost to students.
Genaro Padilla is Faculty-in-Residence at the Clark Kerr Campus.
Faculty web site: http://english.berkeley.edu/profiles/61
English 24, Section 3
Reading Walden Carefully (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Mitchell Breitwieser
Tuesday 5:00-6:00, C57 Hearst Field Annex, Class number: 31562
We will read Thoreau's Walden in small chunks, probably about thirty pages per
week. This will allow us time to dwell upon the complexities of a book that is much
more mysterious than those who have read the book casually, or those who have
only heard about it, realize. We will also try to work some with online versions of
the book, using the wordsearch command to identify words such as "woodchuck" or
"dimple" that reappear frequently, in order to speculate on patterns Thoreau is
trying to establish. Regular attendance and participation, along with a loose fivepage essay at the end, are required.
Mitchell Breitwieser has taught American literature in the Berkeley English
department for thirty-seven years.
Faculty web site: http://english.berkeley.edu/profiles/19
English 24, Section 4
Post-Apocalypse Now (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Katherine Snyder
Wednesday 3:00-4:00, B40 Hearst Field Annex, Class number: 33025
Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic stories—are these really two different things?—
have been told for centuries. But novels and movies that imagine the end of the
world (and what comes after that) seem to have inundated us recently. In this
course, we will read and view several particularly elegant twenty-first-century
examples of this popular genre. We will ask what does the imagined end of the
world currently look like? What do the most common scenarios—ecological collapse,
pandemic, zombies, angry robots—tell us about our own world? Why do we seem to
have developed such a voracious appetite for narratives about our own obliteration
and potential for regeneration? Will we find out before it’s too late?
Possible novels:
Margaret Atwood, Oryx and Crake (2003)
Cormac McCarthy, The Road (2006)
Colson Whitehead, Zone One (2011)
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Possible films:
"Children of Men" (2006)
"WALL-E" (2008)
"Mad Max: Fury Road" (2015)
Katherine Snyder received her B.A. from Cornell University and her Ph.D. in English
from Yale; she has been a member of the English Department at UC Berkeley since
1993. She enjoys a good zombie apocalypse as much as the next guy.
Faculty web site: http://english.berkeley.edu/profiles/70
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management 24, Section 1
Issues in Natural Resource Conservation (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor David Wood
Friday 10:00-11:00, 332 Giannini Hall, Class number: 24456
There is one optional field trip to Muir Woods on a Saturday or Sunday from 8:00
am to 3:00 p.m. to be arranged.
Some of the issues to be dealt with include management and preservation of
timberlands; reducing fire risk through logging; management in wilderness areas;
endangered species; importation and exportation of logs; the lives of John Muir and
Gifford Pinchot; trees and religion; can rain forests be saved?; killer bees; coral
reefs—human threat; jobs versus spotted owls; vegetarianism; Muir Woods, past and
present; garbage in the United States; biofuels; solar power; airport expansion in the
San Francisco Bay Area; the competition for water; fracking; global warming and
geoengineering; and many more topics to be selected by the students.
Professor Wood's research interests include host-selection behavior of forest
insects, chemical ecology, the biology and ecology of bark beetles, forest pest
management, the biodeterioration of wood by insects, and insect/pathogen/tree
interactions. In 1995 he was awarded the Berkeley Citation for distinguished service
to the University.
Among his numerous publications, he recently co-authored three research papers,
one that is published in Forest Ecology and Management, one in Forest Science and
one in Environmental Entomology.
Faculty web site: http://ourenvironment.berkeley.edu/people_profiles/david-wood/
Ethnic Studies 24, Section 1
Queer Latino Studies: Theory in the Flesh (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Raul Coronado
Tuesday 11:00-12:00, 225 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 14999
In the 1980s and as a result of their involvement in the various social movements of
the 1970s, Latinas and other women of color began to publish what are now
canonical texts in women of color feminism, books such as This Bridge Called My
Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (1983) and Loving in the War Years
(1983). Yet queer Latino men remained relatively silent. Why was this the case?
What were the conditions of possibility that allowed Latinas to consciously and
politically engage in the public sphere by publishing their work? We will begin with
these questions as we focus our attention on these early writings by queer Latinas.
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We will then trace the emergence of queer Latinas/os in the public sphere. That is,
we will study literature, art, and film that represented queer Latinas/os. This course
is designed for students interested in reading and studying literature and culture by
and about queer Latinas/os. All readings and discussions will be in English; no
Spanish proficiency required. This seminar is part of the Food for Thought Seminar
Series.
My teaching and research interests are in Latina/o literary and intellectual history,
from the colonial period to the 1940s. In a sense, this field and period allow—indeed
force—us to rethink the literature of the Americas in a transnational, hemispheric
framework. That is, Latina/o literature has usually been described as a twentiethcentury phenomenon, emerging for the most part during the Civil Rights
movements of the 1960s and 70s. Yet a return to the literary-historical archive
reveals a quite different genealogy. Beginning in the late eighteenth century, Spanish
Americans—including Mexicans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Venezuelans, and
Colombians—sought refuge in the U.S. and used the printing press, especially in
Philadelphia, Charlottesville, and New Orleans, to foment support for the
independence of their Spanish American countries. Likewise, during the first half of
the nineteenth century, the printing press arrived across what is today the U.S.
Southwest and gave birth to a vibrant and often belligerent print culture. It was
through these published texts that ideas associated with modernity were, for the
first time, debated and developed in print among Latinas/os, ideas such as
representative government, the rights of citizen-subjects, and the power of the
press to reconfigure society. By returning to the archive, rethinking the category of
literature, genres, and disciplines, and engaging with the theoretical-historical
problematic of modernity and colonialism in the Americas, we can begin to imagine
alternative historical geographies for a literature of the Americas, one where the
seemingly impermeable barrier between U.S. and Latin American literary and
intellectual history begins to disintegrate in U.S. Latina/o studies.
But all these interests developed out of my initial and continuing interest in the
history of Latina/o sexuality. Along with my research/teaching interests above, I
also have longstanding interests in queer and feminist theory, with a particular focus
on how women of color have theorized the queer subject and the emergence of
queer Latina/o print culture and publics.
Faculty web site: http://ethnicstudies.berkeley.edu/faculty/profile.php?person=123
German 24, Section 1
Nietzsche's Zarathustra (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Chenxi Tang
Wednesday 2:00-3:00, 122 Latimer Hall, Class number: 32935
This freshman seminar is designed as a reading and discussion group on Nietzsche’s
Thus Spoke Zarathustra, an iconic text in Western philosophy. In addition to talking
about Nietzsche’s ideas–superman, eternal recurrence, etc.–we will try to develop
our capacities for close reading and focused thinking in a time of infinite distraction
and entertainment, and explore the meaning of solitude amid relentless updates.
All reading and discussion will be in English.
Chenxi Tang studied comparative literature, German literature, and philosophy at
Peking University, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich, and Columbia
University (PhD 2000). He taught at the University of Chicago before joining the
Berkeley faculty in 2007. Professor Tang’s research and teaching interests include
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German literature and intellectual history from the baroque to modernism, with an
emphasis on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, especially the time around
1800; Early modern Europe; Law and literature; Legal and political thought.
Faculty web site: http://german.berkeley.edu/author/ctang/
Global Studies 24, Section 1
Reading the Word and the World: An introduction to global studies through the
New York Times magazine (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Erin Murphy-Graham
Tuesday 12:00-1:00, 129 Barrows Hall, Class number: 33234
Paulo Freire, a Brazilian theorist famous for his work in the field of education,
believed that students needed to know how to “read the word” before they could
“read the world.” In this weekly seminar, open only to freshman, we will “read the
word and the world” through the lens of the New York Times Magazine. The
seminar is intended to make students feel at home in the UC Berkeley community.
It hopes to help students participate actively in the intellectual life of campus and to
positively influence their trajectory as scholars.
In this seminar we will begin by reading a few key texts, including an interview with
Freire where he discusses, among other ideas, the notion of “reading the word and
the world.” We will then look at a short introductory text on Globalization. Each
week we read the New York Times Magazine (cover to cover!). We will establish a
discussion protocol to scaffold what will be many engaging conversations. This
seminar is part of the Food for Thought Seminar Series.
Erin Murphy-Graham is broadly interested in the role education plays in fostering or
inhibiting social change. Her research areas focus on how education can promote
gender equity and women's empowerment, the expansion and reform of secondary
education in Latin America, and the connection between research and policy. With
funding from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, she is currently engaged in
a longitudinal mixed methods study investigating the impact of secondary school in
the lives of adolescents in 110 rural Honduran communities. She is the author of
Opening Minds, Improving Lives: Education and Women's Empowerment in
Honduras (Vanderbilt University Press, Spring 2012) and her articles have appeared
in journals including International Journal of Educational Development, International
Review of Education, Gender and Education, and the American Journal of Evaluation.
History 24, Section 1
Chinese Bodies: Medicine and Health, Gender and Sex (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Michael Nylan
Thursday 11:00-12:00, 3104 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33425
This course brings a thematic approach to the critical analysis of the "Chinese body,"
as constructed in three time periods: the early empires (4th c. BC-AD 4th c.), late
imperial China, and the modern period. As the course title indicates, the course is
designed to help students gain a clearer picture of how the body was viewed from
four main perspectives, those of (1) gender; (2) sexual activity; (3) health; and (4)
medicine. Contrary to the stereotypes of "unchanging China," notions of the body
and the person changed dramatically over the course of two thousand years from
the Han dynasty (206 BC-AD 220) to the Qing (1644-1911), and modern periods, and
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contemporary qi gong
("breath work") –like contemporary fengshui
in common with older practices.

– has little

Dr, Michael Nylan has been a professor in the History Department at UC Berkeley
since 2001. She received her Ph.D. in East Asian Studies from Princeton University,
focusing on Han History, Early Intellectual History, and Chinese Art and Archeology.
Faculty web site: http://history.berkeley.edu/people/michael-nylan
History 24, Section 2
Why Are Universities Special? The Story of Berkeley and the University of California
in a Global Context (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Sheldon Rothblatt
Friday 10:00-11:30, 3205 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33502
Class will be held January 19 - March 23 (1.5 hrs each session)
The university as a self-governing corporation has the second longest unbroken
history in western society. Only the Roman Catholic Church is older. The university
began almost imperceptibly in the 12th century. Within a short period, it found a
home throughout Europe. Colonial expansion took the university form to the New
World. Today it is to be found everywhere, educating millions of students. China in
particular, the second largest economy in the world, is expanding higher education
at an almost unprecedented rate. The university is sometimes referred to as the
powerhouse of modern society. How can we account for its triumph and supremacy?
A good part of the answer lies in the fact that it is unique. It is different from other
institutions: different from business corporations, churches, the military or
government. Within the global world of universities, UC and Berkeley stand out,
our campus in particular ranked amongst the top four or five research universities in
the world.
We will explore the nature of this achievement, even its mysteries and odd rituals,
in discussions, presentations, guest colleagues, visits to special collections and walks
around the campus, which has one of the most unusual designs to be found
anywhere. This is a course designed to bring the newest members of our university
community fully into the history and nature of the institution they have chosen to
attend.
Sheldon Rothblatt is Professor of History Emeritus. He was Associate Dean of
Students, L&S, Chair of the Department of History and Director of the Center for
Studies in Higher Education at Berkeley. His specialty is the comparative history of
universities. He is a Foreign Member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (the
body that grants Nobel Prizes), a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society of Britain, a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a Member of the National Academy of
Education. Upon retirement, he received the Berkeley Citation for "distinguished
achievement and for notable service to the University." He has also been knighted
by the King of Sweden as Knight Commander of the Royal Order of the Polar Star
(founded in 1748).
Faculty web site: Center for Studies in Higher Education
History 24, Section 3
Making U.S. Foreign Policy (1 unit, P/NP)
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Professor Daniel Sargent
Monday 11:00-12:00, 2303 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33514
What is foreign policy, who makes it, and to what avail? This freshman seminar,
“Making U.S. Foreign Policy,” will introduce students to the study of U.S. foreign
policy. The course will assess the institutional and bureaucratic dimensions of
foreign policy, beginning with the Constitution and the organization of the
American government for the conduct and implementation of foreign policy.
Readings will consider the evolving international context for foreign policy, the
utility of strategy, and the particular challenges the United States faces as the
world’s dominant superpower. The course will offer an introduction to academic
disciplines and methods for studying foreign policy and international relations more
broadly. Students will also explore and engage campus resources, including visiting
speakers from the professional foreign policy community. The seminar is intended
to help freshman who are interested in US foreign policy and international relations
to figure out how to develop, cultivate, and refine their interests over their
undergraduate careers.
Daniel J. Sargent is associate professor in the Department of History. He is the
author of A Superpower Transformed: The Remaking of American Foreign Relations
in the 1970s and a range of articles and essays on US foreign policy and international
relations. He is now writing a history of the American world order. A PhD graduate
of Harvard University, Sargent has held fellowships at the Olin Institute for
Strategic Studies and at International Security Studies at Yale University. At
Berkeley, he teaches courses on US foreign relations, the Cold War, human rights,
and global history. He has in the past taught freshman seminars on US foreign policy
in the 1970s and on the history of human rights.
Faculty web site: http://history.berkeley.edu/people/daniel-sargent
History 24, Section 4
Endangered Children and Youth in Contemporary Africa: Documentaries (1 unit,
P/NP)
Professor Tabitha Kanogo
Tuesday 12:00-2:00, 3335 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33571
Class will meet the first eight weeks of the semester, two hours per week.
Scheduled to meet for the first half of the semester only, this once-a-week twohour seminar will analyze documentaries that explore and expose the endangerment
of children and youth in contemporary Africa. Documentaries on child trafficking
and enslavement, child brides, child laborers, street children and youth, victims of
FGM, child soldiers, HIV/AIDS orphans and urban youth gangs will be viewed in
class. The goal of the seminar is to examine the complex local, regional, and at times
global factors behind the extensive abuse and endangerment of children and youth
in Africa. In order to historicize and contextualize the study, we shall, in addition to
the documentaries, refer to a limited number of published articles. This course is
open to all freshman students regardless of their intended major.
I am a professor of African History at the Department of History. i am a social
historian whose research interests include gender, women, missions, labor and social
movements, children and youth, and biographies.
Faculty web site: http://history.berkeley.edu/people/tabitha-kanogo
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Integrative Biology 24, Section 1
The Darwinian Revolution (1 unit, LG)
Professor Brent Mishler
Thursday 10:00-11:00, 4110 Valley Life Sciences Building, Class number: 16426
The Darwinian Revolution was one of the greatest upheavals in human thought,
involving the very basis of our self-awareness: Where did we come from? What is or
should be the basis for our ethics and social behavior? Where are we going? Topics to
be considered include the historical antecedents of Darwin's theories; the scientific
evidence for evolution and natural selection; the impact of Darwinism on religion,
social theory, and ethics; later scientific developments and recent challenges by
latter-day creationists. The goal is to use these interdisciplinary topics as an
exemplar of scientific methods and change, and of the unsteady relationship
between science and the public. In addition to attending and participating in each
week's lecture/discussion, each student will be required to write a short paper (five
pages maximum) due at the end of the semester.
Brent Mishler is Director of the University and Jepson Herbaria at the University of
California, Berkeley, as well as a professor in the Department of Integrative Biology,
where he teaches phylogenetic systematics and plant diversity. He received his Ph.D.
from Harvard University in 1984, and was on the faculty at Duke University in
Durham, NC for nine years before moving to UC Berkeley in 1993.
Faculty web site: http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/people/mishler.html
Integrative Biology 24, Section 10
Ethnobiology, Nutrition, and Global Food Systems (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Thomas Carlson
Wednesday 10:00-11:00, 4110 Valley LSB, Class number: 16435
We will explore the ethnobiological systems around the world that generate
thousands of different species of plants and animals eaten by humans. We will
examine the historical, cultural, commercial, and biological factors that have
resulted in the worldwide consumption of certain plant and animal species. We will
also compare the nutritional qualities, health effects, and carbon footprint of
conventional industrial food, organic food, locally grown food, and food that is
hunted or gathered. In this seminar we will read Michael Pollan’s Omnivore’s
Dilemma and view the documentary film Food Inc. Any interested Freshmen are
welcome.
Thomas Carlson is a physician and ethnobotanist who is on the faculty of the
Department of Integrative Biology and is Curator of Ethnobotany in the University
and Jepson Herbarium at the University of California, Berkeley. He has conducted
food plant and medicinal plant research with, and provided medical care for, over
forty different ethno-linguistic groups in fifteen different countries in South
America, Central America, North America, Africa, Asia, and Pacific Islands. Tom’s
multidisciplinary work with diverse institutions, biocultural environments, and
communities has helped illuminate how local indigenous ethnobotanical systems
contribute to human health and ecosystem health.
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Faculty web site: http://ib.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/carlsont
Integrative Biology 24, Section 11
Natural History of the Bay Area by Bicycle and Public Transit (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Ellen Simms
Wednesday 2:00-3:00, 5053 Valley LSB, Class number: 16436
This seminar will focus on natural history of the San Francisco Bay area. We will
read about and discuss and write about topics such as these: what organisms depend
on the Bay, how the Bay was almost filled in, the conservation efforts that saved it,
the recent efforts to re-expand the Bay and restore wetlands, and impending
threats, such as oil spills, climate change and sea level rise. Several hour-long
classroom discussions will be supplemented with two day-long local field trips by
bicycle and public transit. Students must be happy cycling a few miles at a time on
flat ground and gentle hills, have access to a multi-geared bicycle in good working
condition, a bicycle helmet, and a solid U-lock. Students must have a multi-geared
bicycle in good working condition, a bicycle helmet, a solid U-lock, and the ability to
cycle at least 10 miles.
Ellen Simms is an evolutionary ecologist who studies the evolution of biotic
interactions. She is a faculty member in Integrative Biology and her current research
focuses on the evolutionary maintenance of cooperation between plants and
microbes. Her lab studies how soil microbial communities affect the success of
invading plant species and how plant-microbe interactions influence ecosystem
function. When she is not working, she bicycles and kayaks throughout the Bay Area
and beyond.
Faculty web site: http://ib.berkeley.edu/labs/simms/
Integrative Biology 24, Section 2
Biological Responses to Climate Change (1 unit, LG)
Professor Caroline Williams
Tuesday 2:00-3:00, 4110 Valley Life Sciences Building, Class number: 16427
The pace of current climate change is orders of magnitude faster than any changes
experienced in the Earth's past. This is reconfiguring biological diversity in ways that
we are only beginning to recognize. Organisms are shifting their distributions in time
and space, and experiencing population fluctuations and extinctions. In this seminar
we will explore the biological impacts of climate change on plants, animals (including
humans), communities, and ecosystems.
Caroline Williams is an Assistant Professor in Integrative Biology. She is an
evolutionary physiologist who studies the evolution of metabolism in response to
environment perturbations. One of her research foci is the responses of insects to
winter climate change.
Faculty web site: http://cmwilliamslab.com
Integrative Biology 24, Section 3
How and Why Do Birds Sing (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor George Bentley
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Wednesday 2:00-3:00, 4110 Valley Life Sciences Building, Class number: 16428
Do you ever wonder why some birds sing and others just call? Would you like to
know how songbirds produce such melodious tunes? What about the dawn chorus?
Sexual attraction? Aggression? It's just the day-to-day life of songbirds. Come and
learn about the anatomy and physiology of birdsong, from the specialized organs to
highly evolved brains. Find out how bird song can cause hormones to surge. This
seminar will cover the hows and whys of vocal communication in birds with an
emphasis on what classic and cutting-edge research has taught us.
George Bentley received his B.Sc. in biology (1993), and his Ph.D. in zoology (1996) at
the University of Bristol in the United Kingdom. Following receipt of his doctorate,
Dr. Bentley joined the Behavioral Neuroendocrinology Group at Johns Hopkins
University, initially as a postdoctoral fellow and later as an associate research
scientist. In January 2000, Dr. Bentley moved to Professor John Wingfield's
laboratory at the University of Washington as a research associate in the
Departments of Psychology and Biology. Dr. Bentley moved to Berkeley in June of
2005, where he is an Associate Professor in the Department of Integrative Biology
and his lab focuses on how the brain detects environmental cues and turns them into
hormonal signals. These signals in turn affect the behavior and physiology of the
organism itself, or organisms to which the behavior is directed. For example, a male
bird's song can cause a female to solicit copulation and change her hormonal status.
Exactly how the brain performs this feat is largely unknown, but birds are an
excellent model for this type of research as they have extravagant auditory and
visual displays. The research in Dr. Bentley's lab is mostly performed on birds, but is
not limited to this vertebrate class. Current projects in the lab involve sheep,
horses, rats, mice, hamsters and humans; many of these projects are in collaboration
with other labs around the world (Japan, New Zealand, Germany, United Kingdom).
Undergraduates are especially encouraged to get involved in active research
projects. Currently, there are nine undergraduates working in the Bentley lab on
neuroendocrine mechanisms of regulation of reproduction and on the neural basis of
song behavior.
Faculty web site: http://ib.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/bentleyg
Integrative Biology 24, Section 6
Animal Navigation: Which Way is Home? (1 unit, LG)
Professor Roy Caldwell
Monday 2:00-3:00, 5192 Valley Life Sciences Building, Class number: 16431
A homing pigeon can return to its loft after being shipped one thousand km to a
place it has never been. A whale spends its summers in the Bering Sea and its
winters near Maui. A female sea turtle returns for the first time to a beach where
she hatched thirty years earlier to lay her own eggs. A Monarch butterfly flies south
two thousand km to spend the winter in a secluded grove in central Mexico. A
limpet returns forty cm to a favorite depression in a rock. The abilities of animals to
navigate have intrigued biologists for decades. We will read a series of papers
describing how animals navigate and how they use such methods as landmarks,
celestial cues, and geomagnetic fields to determine where to go and what route to
follow. We will also attempt to replicate experiments that suggest that humans are
able to navigate using geomagnetic fields. This seminar is as much about the process
of science as it is about animal navigation. We will first explore examples of animal
navigation and how the underlying mechanisms are being researched. We will then
examine experiments that suggest a human navigation ability based on geomagnetic
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input, and finally we will design an experiment to test if humans have the ability to
detect and/or use a geomagnetic sense as do many other animals. At the end of the
semester each student will write a short scientific paper presenting the results of
the class experiment. The seminar is designed for students interested in biological
research. Registration for this seminar is limited to 15 students.
The seminar is designed for students interested in biological research. Registration
for this seminar is by instructor approval only. Interested students should put their
names on the waitlist and then attend the first class meeting.
My research interests lie in invertebrate behavior and ecology with much of my
work centering on the behavioral ecology of stomatopod crustaceans, a group of
tropical marine predators. The initial focus of this research was on how the
evolution of potentially lethal weapons influenced stomatopod biology. These
studies dealt mainly with communication and the function of aggression. More
recent research has expanded to include the evolution of mating systems,
interspecific communication, sensory ecology, prey selection, and the biomechanics
of the strike and larval biology. We are currently initiating studies on the genetic
structure of stomatopod populations attempting to deduce the timing and pathways
of dispersal. We have also used stomatopod populations as bio-indicators to assess
the health of tropical coastal habitats. I have also become interested in the behavior
of blue-ringed and other pygmy octopuses. We are currently studying the
reproductive and aggressive behavior of several Indo-Pacific species. Much of my
research is centered in the tropical Indo-Pacific including programs at Lizard Island,
Moorea, and Indonesia.
Faculty web site: http://ib.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/caldwellr
Integrative Biology 24, Section 9
Marine Ecosystems in Peril (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Wayne Sousa
Monday 2:00-3:00, 5053 Valley Life Sciences Building, Class number: 16434
Marine ecosystems are experiencing severe stress and disturbance from a variety of
human activities, including climate change (warming temperatures, acidification,
intensification of storms, and sea-level rise), coastal development (including
mariculture), pollution, over-exploitation of resources, and introductions of nonnative species. This seminar will examine case studies of these phenomena and
others, and explore ways of reducing their impacts or restoring already damaged
habitats. We will draw our information primarily from peer-reviewed scientific
literature. A weekend field trip to a marine habitat will illustrate some of the
harmful local impacts of human activities. I'm looking for students with an interest
in ecology and environmental science. Prior knowledge of marine habitats and
organisms is not a requirement.
Dr. Sousa is an ecologist whose research investigates the role of disturbance and
species interactions in structuring natural communities. His early work examined
patterns and mechanisms of succession following disturbance on the rocky seashore
in southern California and on the Bodega Head in Sonoma County. He then studied
host-parasite interactions in the salt marsh habitats of Bolinas Lagoon in Marin
County. His current research examines the impacts of lightning disturbance and
regeneration on mangrove forests on the Caribbean coast of Panama. His upperdivision teaching includes IB 153 (Ecology) and IB 170LF (Methods in Population and
Community Ecology).
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Faculty web site: http://ib.berkeley.edu/labs/sousa/index.html
Italian Studies 24, Section 1
From Satire to Sadism: Films about Dictators (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Mia Fuller
Wednesday 10:00-11:00, 6331 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 32927
In this seminar we will focus on how totalitarian rulers have been depicted in film.
We will explore the range of portrayals of the ruler, from the dictator as buffoon to
the dictator as monster. Our guiding questions will be these: What purposes does it
serve to regard the dead dictator as one-dimensional? How long after the end of
dictatorship do sympathetic or nuanced portrayals begin to appear? Is it more
controversial to treat him seriously or satirically? Beginning with Chaplin’s 1940
classic The Great Dictator, Hitler and Mussolini will feature prominently in our films;
we will also visit an unnamed Latin American country, and dictator Idi Amin in
Uganda.
Each student is responsible for watching the weekly film prior to our class meetings,
and submitting a short written exercise to the whole group by midnight on the eve
of class. In addition, each student will be responsible for one short classroom
presentation, introducing the film before the class discusses it. Students are
expected to attend class regularly and participate actively in discussion, and enjoy
the films!
Mia Fuller, Ph.D. Berkeley, is Associate Professor of Italian Studies. She is a cultural
anthropologist who has combined fieldwork and archival research in her studies of
architecture and city planning in the Italian colonies between 1869 and 1943. Her
book on the subject, Moderns Abroad: Architecture, Cities, and Italian Imperialism,
was published by Routledge in 2007. She is also the co-editor (with Ruth Ben-Ghiat)
of Italian Colonialism: A Reader (Palgrave, 2005). Currently, she is preparing an
ethnographic, architectural, and oral-historical study of the Fascist-era 'New Towns'
built in 1930s Italy.
Faculty web site: http://italian.berkeley.edu/people/profile.php?id=19
Linguistics 24, Section 1
Language Myths (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Larry Hyman
Wednesday 11:00-12:00, 134 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 17778
Everyone has preconceptions about language in general and languages in particular.
But are these accurate? In this course we will discuss and evaluate a number of
common language myths such as these: Are all languages equally complex? Are some
more logical? More beautiful? Is there such a thing as a primitive language? Do some
people speak more grammatically than others? Is the English language undergoing a
process of decay? We will draw on facts from English, other languages that may be
familiar to participants, and lesser known languages that bear on the above and
other questions. No linguistic or other prerequisites are required. All interested
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students are welcome, especially students who have a fascination with language
and/or languages.
Larry M. Hyman is a Professor of Linguistics at Berkeley where he chaired the
Department of Linguistics from 1991 to 2002. He obtained his Ph.D. at UCLA in 1972
and subsequently taught at USC until coming to Berkeley in 1988. His research
centers around the study of sound systems (phonology) and grammar, particularly
within Bantu and other Niger-Congo languages in Africa. His publications include
several books and numerous articles in the major journals in general and African
linguistics. One of his long-standing interests is the study of tone languages, as found
in Africa, Asia, Meso-America and elsewhere.
Faculty web site:
http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/people/person_detail.php?person=19
Materials Science and Engineering 24, Section 1
Materials and Weapons of War through History (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor J. W. Morris Jr.
Friday 10:00-11:00, 348 Hearst Mining Building, Class number: 27427
For most of known history, advances in materials technology have appeared
primarily in two areas: objects of art and weapons of war. The former build
civilization. The latter have often set its course, as critical military engagements
from Kadesh to Kosovo have most often been dominated by the forces with the
superior technology. In this seminar, we shall use the development of weapons
through history as a vehicle to understand the important properties of different
types and classes of materials, and trace their technological development and
technical significance across the millennia.
Professor Morris has been a member of the Berkeley faculty since 1971 and was
Program Leader for the Advanced Metals Program at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory for almost twenty years. He has taught the introductory course Material
Science and Engineering 45 for most of that period, and is a recipient of the
University’s Distinguished Teaching Award.
Faculty web site: http://www2.mse.berkeley.edu/ourfaculty/morrisj
Materials Science and Engineering 24, Section 2
Physics and Materials Science of Skateboarding (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Daryl Chrzan
Thursday 10:00-11:00, 3119 Etcheverry Hall, Class number: 27428
The popularity of skateboarding and other extreme sports is increasing at a rapid
pace. The sports are termed extreme in part because they place the participants and
their equipment under extreme conditions. This seminar will explore the extreme
conditions associated with skateboarding, and how materials science has been used
to evolve the original sidewalk surfers into the modern-day skateboard. Topics to
be discussed include the physics of skateboarding (including an analysis of the
inevitable slam) and the implications of this physics for the design of wheels, boards,
bearings, trucks and safety equipment. The course includes experiments to measure
rolling friction and the breaking strength of skateboards. There are no special
prerequisite constraints–just an interest in skateboarding, physics and materials
science.
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Professor Daryl C. Chrzan received his Ph. D. in Physics, specializing in condensed
matter theory, from UC Berkeley in 1989. From 1990 to 1995, he was a Senior
Member of the Technical Staff at Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore. In 1995,
Professor Chrzan joined the (now) Department of Materials Science and Engineering
at UC Berkeley. His research emphasizes the prediction of the physical properties of
metals and semiconductors based on knowledge of the atoms composing the
materials. He has published over 70 papers, and presented over 40 invited talks at
universities, laboratories, and international meetings Professor Chrzan spent much
of his youth on a skateboard, and can often be found carving the bowls at nearby
skateparks.
Faculty web site: http://www2.mse.berkeley.edu/ourfaculty/chrzand
Mathematics 24, Section 1
Using Random Walks in the Physical and Social Sciences (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor F. Alberto Grunbaum
Wednesday 10:00-12:00, 939 Evans Hall, Class number: 18064
Class will meet for 2 hours per week for 7 weeks, from January 18 to March 1, 2017.
Random walks (whatever they are) have been used as models to understand all sorts
of phenomena. More recently this has been enriched with the introduction of socalled "quantum walks." I will explain what this is all about and illustrate some of the
surprising results one can explain with these tools by looking at the so called
Parrondo's paradox (you may want to Google this one).
Alberto Grunbaum is a Professor in the Mathematics Department at UC Berkeley.
His fields of expertise include analysis, probability, integrable systems and medical
imaging.
Faculty web site: http://math.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/f-alberto-gruenbaum
Mechanical Engineering 24, Section 1
Art and Science on Wheels (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Benson Tongue
Wednesday 12:00-1:00, 9 Durant Hall, Class number: 27517
This seminar will examine two devices near and dear to my heart—the automobile
and the bicycle. Both of these have undergone a long history of change and
innovation; both inspire passion in their users; and both embody technical as well as
artistic excellence. Some issues we will look at will be efficiency, alternative power
sources, environmental impact, dynamics, aerodynamics and handling. Along the
way we'll dispel some myths, and ideally people will leave with a deeper appreciation
for what bicycles and cars truly represent. Upright bipeds with bilateral symmetry
preferred. Hopefully mammalian.
Benson likes to profess in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. His interests
lie in the fields of vibrations, dynamics and controls, not to mention Scottish
dancing, bicycling, fast cars, bird watching, photography and playing around with
Photoshop. His books, Principles of Vibrations and Dynamics: Analysis and Design of
Systems in Motion, make great bedtime reading.
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Faculty web site: http://www.me.berkeley.edu/faculty/tongue/
Mechanical Engineering 24, Section 2
Signals and Synthesizers (1 unit, P/NP)
Professors Andrew Packard and Benjamin Recht
Friday 10:00-12:00, 3110 Etcheverry, Class number: 27518
Meets the first 8 Fridays of semester, starting January 20, 2017.
This seminar explores the engineering concepts behind musical synthesizers, with an
emphasis on the analog and modular synthesis. We will cover the rudiments of
acoustics, psychoacoustics and signal processing at the foundation of electronic
music. We will analyze the building blocks of modular synthesizers, including
oscillators, filters, envelopes, LFOs. Our course will be based on listening and
experimentation. We will study classic synthesizer sounds, how to recognize their
architecture by ear, and how to replicate them in hardware and software. Students
will conceive and work on a self-directed project during the last 3 meetings. 12
Freshman, any major, math sophistication at the calculus level.
Andy Packard is a Professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering where he
researches control system analysis and design. Andy is an amateur musician, and
interested in technology as applied to music and sound. He is a co-inventor of the
Meyer Sound X-10 Studio Monitor, a feedback controlled vented-box loudspeaker,
which redefines large format studio monitors.
Benjamin Recht is an Associate Professor in the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences and the Department of Statistics where he
researches optimization, statistics, and machine learning. Ben is also an active
musician and currently plays baritone guitar and miscellaneous electronics for the
acclaimed ambient band The Fun Years. Ben's interactive sound artwork has been
exhibited at the ARCO Festival, Madrid, Spain, the Museum of Contemporary Art,
Barcelona, Spain, and the ARS Electronica Center, Linz, Austria.
Molecular and Cell Biology 90A, Section 1
Evolution: Creatures, Not Creation (1 unit, LG)
Professor Jeremy Thorner
Tuesday 3:00-4:00, 430 Barker Hall, Class number: 18630
The advent of molecular biology, recombinant DNA methodology, and the capacity
to obtain and computationally analyze the complete nucleotide sequence of any
genome (from a bacterium to a human) has confirmed the close relationships among
all organisms at the genetic and biochemical level, and has confirmed the major
tenets of the theory of evolution that were based on the fossil record and other
more circumstantial and empirical evidence derived from field observations of
existing populations. This course will discuss the unique physical and chemical
properties of both water and carbon, and other molecules and elements on which
the life forms on our planet are based; the principles of the scientific method and its
application to our observations of the natural world; how the term "theory" is
applied in science; and the forces that influence organismal survival, adaptation and
speciation. Readings may range from Charles Darwin to Steven Jay Gould to James
D. Watson. This course is designed to be taken for a letter grade. Students who elect
to take this seminar should enroll under the letter grade option.
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Jeremy Thorner is a Professor in the Division of Biochemistry, Biophysics and
Structural Biology in the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology. He has been a
faculty member at UC Berkeley since July 1974. His current research addresses the
mechanisms by which cells respond to and decode changes in their extracellular
environment and induce the appropriate changes in metabolism, gene expression,
growth, and proliferation rate, and cell shape that allow a cell to cope properly with
the changed circumstances.
Faculty web site:
http://mcb.berkeley.edu/index.php?option=com_mcbfaculty&name=thornerj
Molecular and Cell Biology 90A, Section 2
Exploration of the Performing Arts Scene in and Around Berkeley (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Jack Kirsch
Tuesday 5:00-6:00, 621 Stanley Hall, Class number: 33371
The purpose of this seminar is to introduce incoming students to the wonderful
variety of high quality performing arts opportunities mainly on the Berkeley
campus. This freshman seminar grew out of a series that was previously entitled “
Sampling the Performing Arts at Berkeley,” which had been offered about six times.
The funding level was modest, and restricted our choice of performance venues to
the Berkeley campus. Nonetheless, we experienced four performing arts events
each semester that involved a classical film at Pacific Film Archives, a theater
production at Zellerbach or Barestage, a dance performance usually at Zellerbach,
and a classical music concert at Hertz or Zellerbach Halls.
The instructor has secured very generous funding that now allows additionally some
opportunities to attend major off-campus venues such as SF Opera, SF Ballet,
American Conservatory Theater, Berkeley Rep and others. Each student will have at
least one opportunity to visit one of these internationally recognized venues. There
is no cost to the students for the tickets. Every student will give one 25-minute
presentation over the course of the semester.
I taught and did research in biochemistry and organic chemistry at Berkeley for
many years, but always found some time for serious reading, attendance at concerts
and the theater. I formally retired several years ago and have now reversed those
areas of focus. I taught freshman seminars devoted completely to the performing
arts from 2011-to the present. I regularly attend about 100 performances a year in
Bay Area theaters and concert halls. Please feel free to contact me at
jfkirsch@berkeley.edu for more information.
Faculty web site: http://chem.berkeley.edu/faculty/kirsch/index.php
Molecular and Cell Biology 90E, Section 1
Vision and Art (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Tamira Elul
Friday 11:00-12:00, 174 Koshland Hall, Class number: 18635
How do artists achieve specific and unique visual effects in their paintings? For
example, how do Monet’s poppies seem to blow in the wind, why is the Mona Lisa’s
smile so enigmatic? In this seminar, students will learn about the biology of vision
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and seeing through art. The course will follow Margaret Livingstone’s book “Vision
and Art: The Biology of Seeing.” Specific subjects taught include color, luminance,
perspective, and contrast enhancement. Students will present readings and lead
discussions, as well as bring in paintings they would like to discuss. To complement
our study of vision through art, we will pursue drawing exercises from Betty
Edwards' "Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain," which seeks to instruct drawing
based on an understanding the visual system. Budding scientists and artists are
invited, and anyone interested in Vision and Art.
Visiting Associate Professor Tamira Elul received her B.A. and Ph.D in Biophysics
from the University of California, Berkeley. She is an Associate Professor at Touro
University California and a Visiting Associate Professor in the Department of
Molecular and Cellular Biology at UC Berkeley. She teaches Cell Biology, Histology,
and Biophysical Neurobiology. Her research focuses on molecular, cellular and
physical mechanisms underlying morphogenesis in the developing nervous system.
In recent years, she has begun pursuing intersdisciplinary art-science and
visualization research projects inspired by her research on morphogenesis in the
developing nervous system.
Molecular and Cell Biology 90E, Section 2
Matter, Mind, Consciousness (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor David E. Presti
Wednesday 2:00-3:00, 301 Barker Hall, Class number: 18636
All we know comes to us via our mental experience: our thoughts, feelings,
perceptions, and conscious awareness. However, it is a deep mystery as to how the
physical processes of our brain and body give rise to the subjective experience of
consciousness. Some argue that the investigation of this mind-body connection is
the most profound question in all of science, impacting everything about who we
believe we are and how we relate to the rest of what we call reality. We will address
this question from the perspectives of biology, philosophy, physics, and psychology - cognitive science, broadly defined. Students interested in all areas of the arts,
humanities, and sciences are encouraged to enroll.
David Presti has taught neuroscience at UC Berkeley for more than twenty years.
For nearly ten years, he has also been teaching neuroscience to Tibetan monastics in
India.
Faculty web site: http://mcb.berkeley.edu/labs2/presti/
Natural Resources 24, Section 2
Global Environment Theme House Freshman Seminar (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Kate O'Neill
Monday 5:00-6:00, 4301 Foothill 4 - Classroom A, Class number: 25178
After the formal sessions, the professor and students may continue their discussion
informally over dinner in the Dining Commons. Food for Thought dining
arrangements and field trip arrangements will be discussed in class.
The goal of this Freshman Seminar is to bring students and faculty together to
explore issues such as global environmental change, policy and management of
natural resources, sustainable rural and urban environments, and environmental
leadership. The seminar will provide students and faculty a forum to exchange ideas,
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challenge one another's thinking, and share experiences in a small group setting.
Students will have the opportunity to do research and teach their peers about
regional to global environmental issues in preparation for Theme Program field trips
and guest speakers. Course enrollment is restricted to Global Environmental
Theme House participants. Obtain CEC from the instructor. This seminar is part of
the Food for Thought Seminar Series.
Kate O'Neill joined the Department of Environmental Science, Policy and
Management at UC Berkeley in 1999, specializing in the field of global environmental
politics and governance. She writes on the ever-changing nature of global
environmental challenges and our responses to them, on environmental activism
and social movements, and on the global political economy of wastes. She teaches
upper division and graduate courses in International Environmental Politics, and is a
leading faculty advisor in the Conservation and Resource Studies Major in the
College of Natural Resources. She holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from Columbia
University, and is a co-editor of the journal Global Environmental Politics. She is
currently the Resident Faculty member in Unit 2.
Near Eastern Studies 24, Section 1
Animals in Ancient Egypt (1 unit, LG)
Professor Carol Redmount
Friday 1:00-2:00, 252 Barrows, Class number: 19839
The ancient Egyptians had a rich and multifaceted relationship with the natural
world around them, especially with animals. Animals, domestic and wild, played
symbolic roles in the Egyptian universe as representatives and manifestations of
various deities, and practical roles in the lives of ancient Egyptians where they
functioned as pets, food, and offerings to the gods. In this one-hour seminar we will
look at some of the many different ways the ancient Egyptians related to the
animals populating their universe.
Carol Redmount is an archaeologist who has been excavating in the Middle East, and
especially Egypt, for over thirty years. Her fieldwork research has taken place in
Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Cyprus, Tunisia and the United States. Over the years she has
adopted cats from Israel and Jordan and sponsored a dog and a cat from Egypt for
adoption. She has always been fascinated by the ancient Egyptians' complex
relationships with the many animals in their world and looks forward to exploring
these further in this seminar. She lives in Berkeley with four rescue animals—one
small dog and three cats—as well as two parrots.
Faculty web site: http://nes.berkeley.edu/Web_Redmount/Redmount.html
Nuclear Engineering 24, Section 1
Putting the "Science" in Computational Science (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Rachel Slaybaugh
Monday 3:00-4:00, 237 Cory Hall, Class number: 27889
Is something science if it's not reproducible? How reproducible is the science
involving data and computation? This course will equip non-EECS majors to begin a
career in science or engineering in which you will be able to [1] create, use, and
share structured data; [2] automate repetitive tasks; [3] track and share work over
the web; and [4] grow a program in a modular, testable, reusable way.
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These skills will save you time and help you work more effectively in many future
classes and in your career. The idea of this class is to help you build the skills to be
able to do computing effectively and efficiently. You do not need to have computing
experience (in fact it's not designed for EECS majors).
Prof. Slaybaugh's research is based in numerical methods for neutron transport with
an emphasis on supercomputing. She applies these methods to reactor design,
shielding, and nuclear security and nonproliferation (she is lead for the NE focus area
of the Nuclear Science Security Consortium (NSSC)). Prof. Slaybaugh teaches
undergraduate and graduate courses in numerical methods for neutron transport
and in nuclear reactor theory. She is also involved in teaching software carpentry
skills to scientists and engineers.
Faculty web site: https://www.nuc.berkeley.edu/people/rachel-slaybaugh
Nuclear Engineering 24, Section 2
How It's Made (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Peter Hosemann
Friday 10:00-11:00, 31 Evans Hall, Class number: 27890
This class is an introduction to the conventional manufacturing techniques of
components used in nuclear and other engineering applications. An introduction to
metal fabrication will be given, including, but not limited to, a brief introduction to
refining, casting, forming, machining and joining. After an overview of the techniques
available to engineers, the students will be expected to perform a literature review
and discuss how specifically chosen components can be manufactured. In addition,
the students will be encouraged to participate in the campus-offered machine-shop
training where basic skills in machining are taught after a short introduction by the
professor to the shop tools.
Originally from Vienna Austria, Peter Hosemann earned his MS in 2005 and his PhD
in 2008 at the Montanuniversitaet Leoben in Austria in Materials Science. Professor
Hosemann is interested in experimental materials science for nuclear applications.
His main focus is on structural materials used for nuclear components (fission,
fusion, spallation, etc.). His research focuses on developing a basic understanding of
the materials' degradation processes in a nuclear environment and resulting
consequences to engineering application.
Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology 24, Section 1
Discovered, Invented, or Perfected in Berkeley: A Legacy for Every Cal Student (1
unit, P/NP)
Professor George Chang
Thursday 11:00-12:00, 225 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 25218
Every new student joins a long line of "Golden Bears" who have shaped and will
continue to shape the modern world. For the next four years you will be part of the
campus that did more than any other to discover, invent, and perfect the life that
we enjoy today. This semester we will review many parts of everyday life that had
their origins at Cal. We will look at topics as diverse as atomic energy and energy
bars; forensics and fruit cocktail; CSI and PCR.
I will start each seminar by sharing a little background material and some personal
recollections. Then a team of students will report on their own research on the
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day's topic. This will be followed by a discussion in which every class member will
participate. Finally we will adjourn to a nearby Dining Commons where we can
either continue our discussions or start new ones.
Our seminar will also have a life of its own in social media. Facebook membership is
a course requirement, and we will use a "secret" Facebook group for
communications, resource sharing, and planning. The connections that you make in
NST24 will persist for years, long after you have graduated and traveled to the far
corners of the world. This seminar is part of the Food for Thought Seminar Series.
Professor Chang received an AB in chemistry and a PhD in biochemistry from UC
Berkeley. He joined the Department of Nutritional Sciences in 1970, and in the
1990s he and an undergraduate student invented and patented a novel method for
assessing the quality of drinking water and foods. In 2005, Professor Chang became
the first professor in the UCB Faculty in Residence Program. Chang is also the
"owner" of STUDY TIPS and OTHER GOOD THINGS, a student-oriented Facebook
group with nearly 22,000 members.
Peace and Conflict Studies 24, Section 1
Diversity, Identity, and Social Justice: America in Global Perspective (1 unit, P/NP)
Lecturer Darren Zook
Tuesday 2:00-3:00, 186 Barrows Hall, Class number: 32899
Diversity is perhaps the most important social issue in America. As a concept,
diversity includes and relates to a number of other issues, such as racism,
discrimination, social justice, immigration, marginality, integration, and so forth.
Many a program has been put in place to address and resolve these issues, in the
hope that over time, America would come together and make all of its differences
work collectively as one harmonious and integrated society. For some people, this is
already happening. For others, America seems more divided now than ever, and
diversity has failed to deliver on its promise.
This seminar will delve into the complexities of this thing we call diversity, to
explore the rhetoric and the reality of diversity as it currently exists in America. We
will do this by reading accounts of diversity as it happens—not just in the news but
also in a variety of different media—and then learning how to discuss critically the
central issues of diversity. The goal is not just to talk about diversity, but also to
learn how to talk about diversity in ways that are both critical and constructive.
Diversity is an extraordinarily sensitive issue, and too many people simple avoid the
conversation to avoid the discomfort that might ensue.
Darren Zook has been a member of the faculty at the University of California,
Berkeley, since 2000. He teaches in International and Area Studies and in Political
Science. He has taught previously at the University of California, Davis, and at the
Claremont Colleges in southern California. In 2012, he was a Fulbright Research
Scholar in Singapore working on a project that focused on cybersecurity in the AsiaPacific region.
During his time at the University of California, Berkeley, Darren Zook has taught
and published on a wide variety of topics, including the politics of Asia-Pacific region,
human rights and international law, terrorism and security studies, multiculturalism
and diversity, and economic policy with a focus on anti-corruption programs. His
research interests have continuously grown into an unusually broad portfolio of
international and comparative projects, and his work has taken him to various parts
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Asia, the Pacific Islands, and northern Europe.
Zook has recently completed a book, entitled Ourselves Among Others: Crafting
Diversity for a New America, which is an engaged critique of current diversity policy
and practice in the United States and elsewhere in the world. It is intended for
publication in 2016.
Political Economy 24, Section 1
Political Economy in Contemporary Perspective (1 unit, P/NP)
Senior Lecturer Alan Karras
Wednesday 4:00-5:00, 103 Stephens Hall, Class number: 21515
This seminar will require students to engage with current events, international and
domestic, through the lens of political economy. Those who are enrolled will be
required to read The New York Times and/or The Economist each week, identify
issues of political economy that are being discussed, and present them to their peers
for discussion. Differing perspectives on the news, as well as the different ways in
which political economy theorists would interact with the events, will be discussed.
Students should expect vigorous engagement and critical thinking.
Alan Karras is Associate Director of and Senior Lecturer in the International and
Area Studies Academic Program. He is the author of Smuggling: Contraband and
Corruption in World History, as well as several other books and articles on similar
subjects. He is currently the Lead Media Author for the concise edition of a World
History textbook, an author of the AP edition of the same book, and is also engaged
in researching corruption in the British East India Company. He previously served as
the Chair of the AP World History Development Committee for the College Board
(as well as several other committees). He is also a member of the Boards of Editors
for Cambridge University Press's forthcoming Dictionary of World History and the
nine-volume Cambridge World History. In addition to smuggling and corruption, his
research interests are in eighteenth-century Caribbean history, especially as it
relates to more recent global issues in political economy.
Faculty web site: http://iastp.berkeley.edu/People-Detail/Alan%20Karras

Portuguese 24, Section 1
Brazil's Greatest Hits: An Introduction to Brazilian Literature and Culture (1 unit,
P/NP)
Professor Candace Slater
Tuesday 11:00-12:00, 180 Barrows Hall, Class number: 21545
This seminar offers a description of Brazil–a vast and varied country–through some
of its major literary and artistic expressions. It provides a sense of roots for some of
the challenges that Brazil is currently facing as well as a notion of its shifting
identities. The title "Hello Brazil" comes from a celebrated film about cultural and
economic change. The course requires no particular preparation. A larger interest in
Latin America is welcome but in no way necessary.
Candace Slater teaches Brazilian literature and culture, as well as courses on the
Amazon, in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese. She has a secondary
affiliation with the Energy and Resources Group. She is the author of seven books
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and many articles and has traveled widely throughout Latin America and the Iberian
Peninsula.
Faculty web site: http://spanish-portuguese.berkeley.edu/our-faculty/
Psychology 24, Section 1
Exploring Psychology through Improvisational Comedy and Drama (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Sonia Bishop and Mr. Adrian Vazquez
Thursday 5:00-7:30, 3105 Tolman Hall (Beach Room), Class number: 33402
Classes will be held January 26; February 2, 9, 16, and 23; and March 2.
Have you ever wondered why focusing on external stimuli as opposed to your
internal state can help you feel better? Why some people are “more empathic” or
“better listeners” than others? Whether we can improve our attentional skills? How
young children’s perception of the world is different from that of adults? Why it can
be so hard to switch between tasks? How “shared attention” and imaginary play are
linked? Whether anxiety in social situations is “normal”?
The field of psychology allows us to address these questions from a scientific
standpoint. Interestingly, many of the underlying concepts also inform the teaching,
practice, and performance of improvisational theater. Improvisational theater has
many forms ranging from simple party games (as in 'Whose Line Is It Anyway?') to
unscripted full-length plays. It is used to explore a character’s goals, emotion, and
relationships, and can provide a forum to examine issues that are of central interest
to social psychology (e.g., challenging stereotypes and addressing how fear or
economic deprivation influence behavior). Here we interweave both these disciplines
in order to introduce students to psychological concepts such as emotional cues,
theory of mind, and attentional control in an interactive and fun setting. Through
improvisational exercises we will illustrate both how an understanding of psychology
can improve improvisational comedy and drama and how experience with
improvisational formats can in turn illuminate and bring to life a range of
psychological concepts. In this course students will learn key psychological concepts
through a combination of lecture and experiential learning. Each class will begin with
a short lecture on a specific psychological concept followed by improvisational games
to tackle understanding of the given concept in multiple modes, and culminate in a
short class reflection and discussion. This seminar presupposes NO previous improv
or theater experience, or knowledge of psychology. Some people who have not done
improv before may find the notion intimidating, but we encourage you to give it a
go! Think of it as a form of adult ‘play’ where we rediscover imagination and explore
ideas, and where there is no ‘wrong’ way of doing it. We are both happy to answer
further questions about what it will entail by email ahead of the class. We expect
this class to appeal to students with broad interests in psychology and also
improvisation.
Trigger Warning: We will provide guidance on all exercises, however as we are
asking for spontaneous creativity from participants, and we live in a society where
problems and injustices are deep and real, there may be moments when these issues
spontaneously appear in the content of the work. We ask that you bring
understanding and patience for your own mistakes and those of others for the
duration of this class, and the instructors will always endeavor to maintain a safe
space for all.
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Sonia Bishop (sbishop@berkeley.edu) is an associate professor within the
Department of Psychology. Her area of expertise concerns the brain basis of
emotional and attentional processing and how this can go wrong in anxiety as well as
other conditions. She is also a keen amateur improviser and a member of Pan
Theater in Oakland where she has taken a number of classes.
Adrian Vazquez (adrianjoel.vazquez+cal@gmail.com) has a decade of experience
teaching improvisational theater to people ages 14-74. He has studied improv at Bay
Area Theater Sports, Bard College, Upright Citizens Brigade and Improv Olympics
to name a few. Now he primarily coaches, practices, and performs at Pan Theater in
Oakland.
Rhetoric 24, Section 1
Arguing with Judge Judy: Popular "Logic" on TV Judge Shows (1 unit, LG)
Professor Daniel F. Melia
Wednesday 11:00-12:00, The Library at Bowles Hall, Class number: 32925
TV "judge" shows have become extremely popular in the last three to five years. A
fascinating aspect of these shows from a rhetorical point of view is the number of
arguments made by the litigants that are utterly illogical, or perversions of standard
logic, and yet are used over and over again. For example, when asked, "Did you hit
the plaintiff?", respondents often say, "If I woulda hit him, he'd be dead!" This reply
avoids answering "yes" or "no" by presenting a perverted form of the logical
strategy called "a fortiori" argument ["from the stronger"] in Latin. The seminar will
be concerned with identifying such apparently popular logical fallacies on "Judge
Judy" and "The People's Court" and discussing why such strategies are so
widespread. It is NOT a course about law or "legal reasoning." Freshmen who are
interested in argument and persuasion in a television and courtroom setting.
Daniel Melia is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Rhetoric, where he has
taught for forty-three years.
Faculty web site: http://rhetoric.berkeley.edu/people.php?page_id=1056&p=62
South and Southeast Asian Studies 24, Section 1
Daring Divas and their Legacies: Joyce Bryant, Lin Dai, Marilyn Monroe and Sara
Montiel (1 unit, LG)
Professor Penny Edwards
Thursday 4:00-5:00, 210 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 22351
From Nicki Minaj, G-Eazy, Grinderman and Elton John to Andy Warhol and Cindy
Sherman, Marilyn Monroe’s afterlife spans multiple generations and genres. This
seminar contrasts that legacy with four of her global contemporaries. Joyce Bryant
and Sara Montiel both rocketed to fame in the US only to vanish from the pages and
stages of North American popular culture. Lin Dai of Hong Kong and Dy Saveth of
Cambodia were widely revered screen goddesses of their era in East and Southeast
Asia, but Lin’s career was cut short by suicide and Dy’s by civil war and the Khmer
Rouge regime.
Bryant graced the cover of Life magazine in 1955, was voted one of the five most
beautiful black women in the world by Ebony in 1956, defied Ku Klux Klan threats to
perform in Miami, and advocated against Jim Crow laws. The first Spanish actress
courted by Hollywood, Montiel gained fame in Mexico before co-starring with Gary
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Cooper in Vera Cruz (1954). Her 1950s box-office success in Spain catapulted her to
stardom across Western Europe and Latin America, with soundtrack sales eclipsing
those of Elvis Presley and Frank Sinatra. Lin Dai, who visited Hollywood and audited
courses at Columbia University in 1959, was widely iconized in China and beyond
while Dy Saveth, awarded the first Miss Cambodia title in 1959, earned a wide fanbase across Southeast Asia for her film roles.
Of these five artistic geniuses, why does Monroe’s legacy still dominate and
subordinate? And why does Marilyn’s celebration of her body still incite the
invective of a range of writers from feminist critics to fashion pundits? In exploring
these questions, we will examine the roles of misogyny, Anglo-centrism, white
supremacy and cultural chauvinism in the elision of Bryant, Dy, Lin and Montiel from
mainstream celluloid and musical media in North America. We will also examine
how the female body and voice remains a prime site for virtual and actual acts of
erasure, ranging from the 1950s radio and screen ban on Bryant’s songs and a
Monroe dress to the censure of Montiel’s film in 1970s China, 1990s physical violence
against Cambodian women performers, the male-dominated fashion industry’s
promotion of the post-millennial thigh-gap and Style magazine’s prescriptions for
women’s work wear. Our sources include news media, film and audio archives,
memoir, couture, and film and radio board censorship rulings.
Penny Edwards teaches Southeast Asian studies. She is the author of the prizewinning book Cambodge: The cultivation of a nation, and recipient of the U.C.
Berkeley 2013 Outstanding Mentoring of GSIs Award. She has published over twenty
articles on gender, ethnic and racial identity under French and British colonialism,
and is co-editor of Lost in the Whitewash: Aboriginal-Asian Encounters in Australia
from Federation to Reconciliation (2003) and Pigments of the Imagination:
Rethinking Mixed Race (2007).
Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/penny-edwards
Spanish 24, Section 1
Talking Funny: Language Variation in Spanish and English Literary Texts (1 unit,
P/NP)
Professor Milton Azevedo
Wednesday 10:00-11:00, 5125 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 23273
For centuries fiction authors have used literary dialects containing nonstandard
spelling and regional syntax and vocabulary to represent colloquial and regional
speech, foreigners’ talk, and mixed languages. Our goal in this seminar is to read
passages from some of their works, analyze the ways in which nonstandard speech is
represented in writing, and use that analysis as a point of departure for commenting
on social and cultural implications of language variation. Spanish and English literary
works to be read will include Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and
Guillermo Cabrera Infante's Tres Tristes Tigres. The seminar is taught in English
with readings in both English and Spanish. Regular class attendance is a strict
requirement, and grades will be based on required participation in class discussions
and a final oral presentation on an individual project. The reader will be available at
the Copy Central on 2576 Bancroft Avenue. Although the seminar is conducted in
English, students must be comfortable with Spanish–they need to understand
spoken Spanish and be able to read Spanish with some fluency–about the equivalent
of four years of high school Spanish minimum. PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS NOT A
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CONVERSATION COURSE. Students interested in taking a course focusing on
conversation or otherwise improving their ability to speak Spanish should see the
Undergraduate Assistant in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese.
Professor Milton Azevedo received his Ph.D. in Linguistics from Cornell University
and has been at UC Berkeley since 1976. He has offered this seminar since spring
1999.
Faculty web site: http://spanish-portuguese.berkeley.edu/our-faculty/
Spanish and Portuguese 24, Section 2
The Drama of Justice and Mercy in the time of Cervantes (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Emilie Bergmann
Tuesday 2:00-3:00, 102 Barrows Hall, Class number: 32926
The abuse of authority is a central theme in the classic theater of seventeenthcentury Spain. A peasant uprising in Lope de Vega's Fuenteovejuna and a prince's
ethical awakening in Calderon's La vida es sueno (Life is a Dream) are two of the
works we'll study in depth, along with Cervantes's contrast between Sancho's
merciful wisdom and the gratuitous cruelty of aristocrats in the second part of Don
Quixote and Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz's indictment of the violence of the conquest of
Mexico in the introductory loa to El divino Narciso. For students interested in the
evolution of ethical and juridical thought in earlier periods, in Hispanic literature
and culture, and in the staging of social philosophical concepts.
Texts may be read in Spanish or English translation; discussion in English. This
seminar is part of the On the Same Page initiative.
Emilie L. Bergmann, Professor of Spanish (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1974).
Her research and teaching focus on questions of gender and sexuality, on visual
culture in early modern Spanish and Colonial Latin American literature and on
twentieth-century women writers in Castilian and Catalan. She is co-editor of
¿Entiendes? Queer Readings, Hispanic Writings (Duke UP, 1995) and Approaches to
Teaching the Works of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (MLA, 2007). She is co-editor of the
forthcoming Routledge Research Guide to the Works of Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz.
Vision Science 24, Section 1
How to Live Your College Life Wisely (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Richard C. Van Sluyters and Assistant Dean Sharon Joyce
Friday 2:00-4:00, 491 Minor Hall, Class number: 28812
The purpose of “How to Live Your College Life Wisely” is to create an opportunity
for freshmen to reflect–outside the boundaries of a formal classroom setting–on
what matters to them and why. The seminar seeks to help students understand
things like how well their day-to-day commitments actually match their goals, how
to decide upon a major, how to organize their lives at UC Berkeley to match their
chosen paths, what are their core values and what happens when they come into
conflict with one another, what really matters to them and what do they feel they
owe or do not owe to the broader community?
Students are asked to grapple with important questions such as:
Where am I headed and what is my ultimate personal dream?
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What does it mean to live a good life? What about a productive life? How about a
happy life? How might I think about these ideas if the answers conflict with one
another?
How might my college experience influence my dream?
What do I value and will my time in college affect my values?
What are my responsibilities, if any, to my community and to make the world a
better place?
How do I use my time here at college to build on the answers to these tough
questions?
Examples of seminar activities include discussions, self-assessment tools and other
activities and exercises designed to help freshmen identify their goals, reflect
systematically about various aspects of their personal lives, and connect what they
discover to what they actually do while they are at UC Berkeley.
This seminar is open to all freshman. Students who take it should be prepared to
engage in frank, honest discussions with their classmates and the instructors about
topics that matter a great deal to them. They must respect the views, aspirations
and opinions of others and be willing to consider viewpoints that may be quite
different from their own.
Enrollment should be capped at not more than 15 students to allow time for
sufficient interpersonal interaction to occur.
Professor Richard C. Van Sluyters joined the faculty of the School of Optometry in
1975, and currently serves as the School's Associate Dean for Student Affairs. He
received his undergraduate training at Michigan State University, studied optometry
at the Illinois College of Optometry and was a graduate student at Indiana
University. He holds doctorates in optometry and vision science and was a
postdoctoral fellow at Cambridge University in England. He teaches courses on the
anatomy and physiology of the eye and visual system.

Faculty web site:
http://vision.berkeley.edu/VSP/content/faculty/facprofiles/vansluyters.html
Ms. Joyce, Assistant Dean of Admissions and Student Affairs, has nearly twenty-five
years of experience in higher education, in roles spanning admissions, academic
advising, student affairs, financial aid and career services over five distinct academic
settings. Under Ms. Joyce’s leadership, the School of Optometry offers a myriad of
programs to address the interests of prospective students and current students; her
team has been lauded for their responsiveness to students’ concerns and she is
passionate about equipping students with a firm foundation to manage their lives,
inside and outside of the classroom.
Vision Science 24, Section 2
Myths, Mysteries and Discoveries in Medicine (1 unit, P/NP)
Dr. Patsy Harvey
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Wednesday 12:00-1:30, 491 Minor Hall, Class number: 28813
This 90-minute seminar will meet for the first nine weeks of the semester, beginning
January 18, 2017.
Throughout the centuries, people sought to understand the reasons for diseases,
disabilities and death. Intriguing explanations, myths and superstitions were
developed in an attempt to describe and prevent their medical maladies. In this
course, we will discuss early and current explanations of health problems, with
special considerations given to various cultures in the US and around the world. We
will also discuss recent changes in health care and imagine future roles and
discoveries of medicine. Students enrolled in this seminar should be curious about
people's beliefs and misconceptions about health and diseases, including our own
myths about vision.
Dr. Patsy Harvey received her Doctor of Optometry and Masters in Public Health from UC Berkeley. She
currently teaches at the UC Berkeley School of Optometry, including courses on Systemic Diseases,
Geriatrics, and the History of Medicine and Optometry. During her international travels and clinical work,
she developed a fascination with health beliefs in other countries and times, and enjoys discussing their
beliefs and myths with others.
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FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE SEMINARS
Most of the following courses are limited to 20-25 students. First- and second-year students are given
priority for enrollment. Some of these courses fulfill Letters and Science breadth requirements; for details
consult A Guide for Students in the College of Letters and Science: Earning Your Degree. If a course is
designated as requiring the consent of the instructor, or if you would like additional information, please
contact the undergraduate assistant in the department offering the seminars.
Classics 39D, Section 1
Utopia, Dystopia (4 units, LG)
Professor G.R.F. Ferrari
Tuesday and Thursday 3:30-5:00, 204 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33551
Utopian literature constructs imaginary societies from scratch. The purpose of that fresh start is usually
idealistic: to redefine society on the basis of virtue, or to make its institutions more rational than those
found in actual societies. Some think such idealism politically dangerous, because liable to open the way
to excessive social control, even dictatorship. This is a canonical theme of dystopian literature. In this
course we will examine the classical beginnings of utopian literature, in Plato's Republic, and in his
Timaeus and Critias (which tell the story of the lost world of Atlantis), as well as in some plays of
Aristophanes. We will also consider later developments, in Thomas More's Utopia (which gave the genre
its name), and in such works as William Morris' News from Nowhere, and Ursula Le Guin's The
Dispossessed.
Towards the end of the semester the seminar participants will be divided into groups, each of which will
be asked to devise its own utopia on a particular theme, for oral presentation in class. Requirements:
Regular attendance and participation in class; one four-page paper on the ancient
material; one group presentation; final exam (quiz-type questions on the postclassical material).
The course cannot be taken for pass/no pass. This seminar may be used to satisfy the Arts
and Literature or Philosophy and Values breadth requirement in Letters and Science.
John Ferrari is a specialist in ancient philosophy who taught in the Philosophy Department at Yale before
joining the Classics Department at UC Berkeley. He has written two books on Plato and several articles
on topics in ancient philosophy and ancient Greek culture.
Earth and Planetary Science 39A, Section 1
Earth Science in the Field (2 units, LG)
Professor Hans-Rudolf Wenk
Wednesday 5:00-6:00, 325 McCone Hall, Class number: 14819
Lectures will be held on January 18 (organizational meeting), January 25 and
February 1. The final lecture will be held one week before the field trip.
Students have an opportunity to learn about the Earth through direct field observation. The main part is a
four-day field trip that introduces a variety of geological issues ranging from evolution of California to
rock-forming processes, earthquakes, environmental concerns, mining and water management. A fee is
required to cover cost of transportation and food. Tent and sleeping bag needed. Freshmen and
sophomores only! Date of the four-day field trip (Thursday-Sunday) is still open and will
be decided in November when we can reserve campgrounds in Yosemite. We are
planning for late April. Topics include mining and limestone caves in the Sierra
Nevada foothills, Sierra Nevada granite and glaciation in Yosemite (with strenuous
hiking!).
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This class gives priority to undeclared freshmen interested in the physical sciences.
Please e-mail your interest for taking this class and your SID to
epsscheduling@berkeley.edu.
Hans-Rudolf Wenk is a Professor of Geology. He joined the Department of Earth and Planetary Science in
1967. His research is in crystallography, mineralogy, structural geology and rock deformation. For more
information regarding Professor Wenk, please visit his faculty web page at
http://eps.berkeley.edu/people/hans-rudolf-wenk.
Earth and Planetary Science 39A, Section 2
Earth Science in the Field (2 units, LG)
Professor Nick Swanson-Hysell
Tuesday 5:00-6:00, 325 McCone Hall, Class number: 33031
There are four mandatory lectures that will be held Tuesdays 5:00-6:00 in 325
McCone Hall: January 17 (organizational meeting; attend also if you are on waiting
list); February 14 (Geologic Concepts); March 7 (Geology of Coastal California); and
April 4 (Field Trip Logistics). The field trip itself will be from the morning of
Thursday, April 6 to the evening of Sunday, April 9. During the field trip we will do
Earth science in the field down the California Coast from the Marin Headlands to Big
Sur and then over to Pinnacles National Park.
The focus of this seminar is to provide an opportunity for students to learn about the Earth through
direct field observation. The central aspect of the course is a four-day field trip along the California Coast
that introduces a variety of geological issues including the evolution of California, the formation of
volcanic rocks, faults and earthquakes, and environmental change including water resources and changing
sea level. A fee is required to cover costs associated with transportation and food. A
tent and sleeping bag are needed as we will be camping on the trip. The course is for
first years and sophomores only! This class gives priority to undeclared freshmen
interested in the physical sciences. Please e-mail your interest for taking this class
and your SID to epsscheduling@berkeley.edu.
Professor Swanson-Hysell is a geoscientist whose research integrates original field observations with
laboratory data sets in order to further understanding of global change through time. His research group
develops data from sequences of volcanic and sedimentary rocks where information can be extracted
about the positioning of the continents, the evolution of the magnetic field, shifting dynamics of the
carbon cycle and large changes in climate.
Jewish Studies 39P, Section 1
Reading the Bible Through the Talmud (2 units, LG)
Shmaryahu Brownstein and Professor Benjamin Brinner
Wednesday 10:00-12:00, 247 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 31078
What is the Talmud? How does it relate to the Bible? This class will explore the history of the Talmud,
where, when, how, and why it was produced. We will pay special attention to the issue of the Talmud's
hermeneutic strategies in its biblical exegesis. Students will deepen their understanding of how the Talmud
came to shape Jewish thinking about the Bible for centuries to come.
Shmary Brownstein is a doctoral student in the Near Eastern Studies Dept. at UC Berkeley, focusing on
rabbinics. He received his MA at the Graduate Theological Union, and wrote a thesis on the topic of
continuity and innovation in Habad Hasidism. He also serves as a community rabbi at Chabad of Davis,
CA, where he has taught Hasidic thought for over a decade. Shmary's work grapples with the nexus of
Hasidism and modernity.
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Ben Brinner, professor in the Department of Music and Faculty Director of the Center for Jewish Studies,
is an ethnomusicologist researching issues of musical interaction, competence and cognition, primarily in
Israel and Indonesia.
Slavic Languages and Literatures 39, Section 1
Cemeteries and the History of Death (2 units, P/NP)
Professor Olga Matich
Thursday 2:00-4:00, 6115 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 32946
Like all cultural institutions, death has a history. We will explore this history as it relates to each one of us
and by reading about it and visiting local cemeteries and columbaria, including the Russian cemetery near
San Francisco. If death has become more private, even invisible in modern times, burial grounds remain
public spaces. Our main focus will be the garden cemetery as the locus of memory, reflections on death,
social and cultural implications of tombstones, their inscriptions, and artistic design. We will read
selections from The Hour of Our Death by the French historian Phillippe Ariès and The Work of the
Dead, a recent book by Berkeley historian Thomas Laqueur, as well as some literary texts by Tolstoy and
others, and view some contemporary films.
Class will meet for two hours once a week. Two field trips (in lieu of class) will be
scheduled the second week of the semester.
A longstanding cemetery buff, Professor Olga Matich is working on a history of cemeteries. She has
published an article on the Russian mafia burial practices and tombstones of the 1990s in Global Crime.
What makes these gravesites so remarkable are the life-size photo-representations of the dead Mafiosi
engraved on the tombstones. Among her other research interests are Russian modernism in the literary
and visual arts, including the cultural history of Petersburg, prerevolutionary capital of Russia
(http://petersburg.berkeley.edu/).

South and Southeast Asian Studies 39, Section 1
Southeast Asian Performing Arts (2 units, LG)
Dr. Maria Josephine Barrios-Leblanc, Ms. Cynthia Aban and Ms. Ninik Lunde
Tuesday 9:00-11:00, 33 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33276
The course focuses on Southeast Asian Performance–the music of Vietnam, Indonesian dances, and
Philippine theater and music. Discussions shall be guided by the following questions: How have geography,
religion, social structures, customs, and beliefs shaped indigenous performing art forms? How are
performing traditions revitalized in contemporary times? How have experiences of colonialism and social
movements informed the work of performing artists? How can we read/view these works today? We
hope to attract students interested in one, both, or all of the following: the
Southeast Asian region, the performing arts (music, dance, theater), and history.
Maria Barrios-Leblanc has a Ph.D. in Filipino (Philippine Literature) from the University of the Philippines
(UP). Before coming to UC Berkeley, she served as Associate Professor and Associate Dean of the UP
College of Arts and Letters. She has written/edited more than a dozen books including language
textbooks, poetry collections and research on Philippine drama and literature.
Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/joi-barrios-leblanc
Cynthia Aban is a singer and kulintang player with the multi-awarded performing band Grupong Pendong
which utilizes indigenous instruments in creating contemporary music. Before coming to UC Berkeley, she
was a Ph.D. student at the University of the Philippines studying Filipino psychology.
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Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/chat-aban
Ninik Lunde has a Master's degree in Linguistics from the University of Wisconsin. She taught Indonesian
language at UW Madison for five years and has been teaching beginning and intermediate Indonesian since
1993 at UC Berkeley. She has created audio-visual materials for her classes. Her academic interests
include linguistics and comparative literature. In addition to language teaching, she also has been
performing Javanese, Balinese and Sumatranese dances on campus, in the Bay Area and at dance festivals.
Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/ninik-lunde
South and Southeast Asian Studies 39, Section 2
Island Imaginations: Exploring the Short Story in the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore (2 units, LG)
Lecturer Karen Llagas and Professor Sylvia Tiwon
Friday 10:00-12:00, 204 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33281
The Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore are multicultural island nations in Southeast Asia with
strong story-telling traditions. We will read and discuss the short story as a modern narrative form
through which writers have explored questions of nation and identity in colonial and postcolonial times.
The seminar introduces students to some of the major contemporary themes including romance,
resistance, gender, the challenges of modernization and the new global order.
Karen Llagas lectures in UC Berkeley’s Beginner and Intermediate Filipino classes; she teaches Tagalog
privately and in group classes in the San Francisco Bay Area and online.
Sylvia Tiwon is an Associate Professor in the Department of South and Southeast Asian Studies. She
teaches literature, gender, oral and cultural studies of Southeast Asia with a focus on Indonesia. Her areas
of interest include national and pre-national literatures, oral discourse and mythologies, as well as sociocultural formations at the national and sub-national levels.
Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/sylvia-tiwon
South and Southeast Asian Studies 39, Section 3
Contentious Politics and Southeast Asian Literature (Focus on Vietnam and the
Philippines) (2 units, LG)
Dr. Maria Josephine Barrios-Leblanc and Lecturer Hanh Tran
Friday 2:00-4:00, B37 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33283
Do you like debates? How do you think people can debate about politics through literature? This course
looks into the dynamics of literature and politics in Vietnam and the Philippines by asking the following
questions: How have writers articulated their beliefs on colonialism, human rights, gender and class
through poetry and fiction? When does ideology inform literary techniques? How can we study specific
genres such as prison literature, testimonial literature, guerrilla literature, and underground newspapers
and literary magazines?
Maria Barrios-Leblanc has a Ph.D. in Filipino (Philippine Literature) from the University of the Philippines
(UP). Before coming to UC Berkeley, she served as Associate Professor and Associate Dean of the UP
College of Arts and Letters. She has written/edited more than a dozen books including language
textbooks, poetry collections and research on Philippine drama and literature.
Faculty web site: http://sseas.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/joi-barrios-leblanc
Hanh Tran holds an M.A. degree in South and Southeast Asian Studies with a concentration in Political
Studies and Literature. He has been a lecturer of Vietnamese language and literature at UC Berkeley since
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2006. He has also guest-lectured and co-taught several seminars on Southeast Asian Literature and
Movies. His current research interest is in Southeast Asian Material Culture and History of Art.
Theater, Dance, and Performance Studies 39, Section 1
Movement, Awareness, and Learning (2 units, LG)
Professor Marianne Constable
Tuesday 12:00-2:00, 2401 Bancroft, small studio 2, Class number: 23679
How do we learn? How do we learn to learn? What do feeling, sensing, thinking, and doing have to do
with learning? What does movement have to do with all of these? (How) can one become more aware of
oneself in movement? This weekly seminar will have two parts: during the first 50 minutes or so, you will
do a Feldenkrais Method (R) Awareness-through-Movement lesson (ATM); then, after a short break, we
will discuss the lesson and/or short readings and videos tailored to your interests. Students will be asked
to reflect on their own experiences with the lessons and to relate such experiences to the concerns and
interests in education and/or performance that they bring to the class. Attention will be paid to oneself in
place/space; breath; ease, timing, and range of movement; use of the self and self-image; voice; repetition
and rest. Additional themes may include habit, intention, and strain; the “mind-body problem”; perception
and observation; and so forth.
The seminar is open to open-minded students interested in exploring awareness,
movement, and learning. No prior experience in movement classes or performance
studies is needed.
In addition to being a professor of Rhetoric at UCB, Marianne Constable is a certified practitioner of the
Feldenkrais Method (R).
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SOPHOMORE SEMINARS
The following courses are limited to 15 students. Each is offered for one or two units of credit. Secondyear students will be given priority for enrollment. Courses designated P/NP may be taken pass/no pass
only; courses designated LG may be taken for a letter grade or on a pass/no pass basis. If a course is
designated as requiring the consent of the instructor, or if you would like additional course information,
contact the undergraduate assistant in the department offering the seminar.
Anthropology 84, Section 1
Race, Gender, and Social Life in Colonial Honduras (1 unit, LG)
Professor Rosemary Joyce
Tuesday 10:00-11:00, 2224 Piedmont #15, Class number: 33262
This seminar introduces students to how we learn about people in the past through the use of archival
documents. Working with digital copies of documents from the colonial Spanish archives in Sevilla, Spain,
Guatemala, and Comayagua, Honduras, we will "read over the shoulder" of the writers whose words
form one of our most immediate links to Spanish colonial Honduran life. Students will learn how to locate
archival documents online; how to read colonial handwriting; and how we can begin to understand more
about society from even brief documents, like receipts for serving as a courier. Working together, we will
discuss several longer documents about the lives of native Americans who were obliged to work for
Spanish citizens and petitioned for relief, about free black residents of a military fort, and about illegal
trade in sugar, rum, and tobacco. Knowledge of Spanish will allow students to gain the most
from this seminar.
Rosemary Joyce conducted archaeological field research in northern Honduras for more than thirty years,
and is now developing collaborations with colleagues in the Mexican state of Chiapas, near Classic Maya
Palenque. The sites she has worked at date from the Early Formative (before 1500 BCE) to the twentieth
century. Her publications include many books, the most recent "Ancient Bodies, Ancient Lives" (2008,
Thames and Hudson), as well as dozens of journal articles and book chapters on topics including gender,
sexuality, pottery, burials, and of course, chocolate.
Faculty web site: http://berkeley.academia.edu/RosemaryJoyce/About
Astronomy 84, Section 1
The Nature of Space and Time (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Alex Filippenko
Friday 10:00-12:00, 170 Barrows Hall, Class number: 32488
Professor Filippenko will advise students of the meeting dates at the start of the
semester.
We will consider the nature of space and time, especially in the context of our understanding of the
overall properties of the Universe. The major topics from the following best-selling book will be
discussed: "A Briefer History of Time," by Stephen Hawking. Our journey will take us through the basics
of the two pillars of modern physics: quantum mechanics and Einstein's general theory of relativity. We
will also explore string theory, which attempts to unify these two great fields by postulating the existence
of many hidden dimensions in which packages of energy vibrate. Though the seminar is intended
for nonscience majors, the discussion will be held at a fairly high level; thus, students
must have already successfully completed (with a grade of "B" or higher) at least one
of the following courses: Astronomy 10 (or C10), L&S C70U, Astronomy 7A, or
Astronomy 7B.
Alex Filippenko received his B.A. (1979, Physics) from UC Santa Barbara and his Ph.D. (1984, Astronomy)
from the California Institute of Technology. He joined the UC Berkeley faculty in 1986. An observational
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astronomer who makes frequent use of the Hubble Space Telescope, the Keck 10-meter telescopes, and
Lick Observatory, he engages in research on exploding stars, active galaxies, black holes, gamma-ray
bursts, and observational cosmology. Having coauthored over 830 articles on his research, Filippenko has
received numerous awards and is one of the world's most highly cited astronomers; he is also an elected
member of the National Academy of Sciences. He was a member of both groups that showed that the
expansion of the Universe is accelerating with time. This discovery was named the "Top Science
Breakthrough of 1998" by the editors of Science magazine, and it was honored by the 2011 Nobel Prize in
Physics to the team leaders. A dedicated and enthusiastic teacher, he has won the campus Distinguished
Teaching Award and has been voted "Best Professor" a record 9 times in the Daily Cal's annual "Best of
Berkeley" survey. He was also named the 2006 CASE/Carnegie National Professor of the Year among
doctoral and research institutions, and he won the Astronomical Society of the Pacific's 2010 Emmons
Award for undergraduate teaching of astronomy. Besides being an avid tennis player, skier, and hiker, he
enjoys world travel and is addicted to observing total solar eclipses (15 out of 15 attempts, so far).
Faculty web site: http://astro.berkeley.edu/people/faculty/filippenko.html
Bioengineering 84, Section 1
Introduction to Interactive Fiction (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Ian Holmes
Thursday 11:00-12:00, 381 Stanley Hall, Class number: 33224
Interactive Fiction (IF) is a genre of literature where the reader has an opportunity to influence the
outcome of the story. It often (though by no means always) takes the form of a text-centric computer
game. This class will survey the history of IF, from its experimental roots (e.g. Jorge Luis Borges' "Garden
of Forking Paths"), through the first commercial phase of the 1980's ("Choose Your Own Adventure"
novels, Infocom text adventures), the hobbyist phase of the 90's and 00's (Graham Nelson's reverseengineering of the Infocom Z-machine), and the current "text renaissance." Participants in the class will
create one short work of interactive fiction themselves, and play many others. Guest lecturers will include
celebrated authors from the IF community. Anyone is welcome to this class. Realistically, we
expect students to fall into two categories: those mainly interested in the
humanities who have done very little programming, and those who have some
coding experience but have not written much prose. Both types of participant are
welcome; in particular, it deserves emphasis that NON-PROGRAMMERS WILL NOT
BE AT A DISADVANTAGE. If anything, it's the other way around: it is much easier
to write–by trial and error–a computer program that makes a machine do
something, than it is to write prose that makes a human feel something. But don't
worry if you've not written much prose (or much code). The first step is to get you
playing some IF games and thinking critically about them.
Ian Holmes is a computational biologist and part-time game developer. Starting in the late 1980's he
created and sold two independent games, in the RPG/adventure and first-person shooter genres. His
subsequent career has focused mainly on artificially intelligent systems for molecular biology and
genomics. Recently, he has resumed a serious interest in computer games, and is perpetually working on
several side projects and experimental prototypes.
Faculty web site: http://biowiki.org/IanHolmes
Economics 84, Section 1
Buddhist Economics (2 units, P/NP)
Professor Clair Brown
Wednesday 3:00-5:00, 2521 Channing Way, #102, Berkeley, Class number: 14142
In Buddhist Economics, we will explore basic economics concepts and ask how Buddha might have taught
them. Some questions that we address are these: What creates happiness? What is an equitable
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distribution of income? How is our own well-being related to the well-being of others? Does economic
growth and having more income make people better off? How would Buddha revise the basic assumptions
of modern economics? Buddhist Economics is open to all sophomore students who have
taken a course in economics (e.g., in high school, or Econ 1), and who have an open
mind to explore putting the human spirit in economics. With an emphasis on
sustainability and reducing suffering globally, this course is based on the professor's
popular book Buddhist Economics, just published by Bloomsbury Press. Come
explore making economics meaningful!
Clair Brown has published research on many aspects of the labor market, including high-tech workers,
labor market institutions, firm employment systems and performance, the standard of living, wage
determination, and unemployment. Clair taught Econ 1 for many years, and practices Tibetan Buddhism.
Her books include American Standards of Living, 1919-1988 (Blackwell, 1994), Work and Pay in the
United States and Japan (Oxford University Press, 1997), Economic Turbulence (University of Chicago
Press, 2006), and Chips and Change: How Crisis Reshapes the Semiconductor Industry (MIT Press, 2009,
2011). Clair is working on developing a holistic measurement for economic performance for California.
She is also is a faculty leader in the Development Engineering program for graduate students.
Faculty web site: http://www.irle.berkeley.edu/faculty/brown/Brown_CV.pdf
English 84, Section 1
High Culture/Low Culture and the Films and Writings of Woody Allen (2 units,
P/NP)
Professor Julia Bader
Wednesday 2:00-5:00, Hearst Field Annex D1, Class number: 14586
We will examine the films and writings of Woody Allen (specifically "The Insanity Defense") in terms of
themes, narration, comic and visual inventiveness and ideology. The course will also include a
consideration of cultural contexts and events at Cal Performances and the Pacific Film Archive.
Sophomores interested in learning about cultural studies, acquiring film criticism
skills and expanding their cultural horizons with emphasis on techniques of film
comedy would be the ideal audience.
Julia Bader is a Professor Emerita in the English Department and specializes in the modern period, both
British and American, with an emphasis on fiction, film, and feminism.
Faculty web site: http://english.berkeley.edu/profiles/11
History 84, Section 1
How Wars Begin: Europe and the World, 1789 to 1991 (2 units, LG)
Lecturer David Wetzel
Monday 12:00-2:00, 3205 Dwinelle Hall, Class number: 33515
Six major wars have been fought in Europe since the French Revolution. A seventh was fought all over the
world, though Europe contributed to its outbreak and provided one of the fields of combat. Many of
these wars had long backgrounds or, as one historian has written, “profound causes”—conflicting creeds,
public opinion, nationalism, militarism, mass psychology preaching the glories of war, and historians
themselves, to name but a few. But there is also a more staid version of the origin of war: the precise
moment when government officials set their names to the declaration of it. Sometimes the actual signing
has little to do with the profound causes. This course will examine the immediate origins of the following
wars: Wars of the French Revolution and Napoleonic Empire (1789-1815); Crimea and Italy (1853-56,
1859); Bismarck’s Wars (1863-64, 1866, 1870-71); The First World War (1914-18); The Second World
War (1939-45); and The Cold War (1946-1991). Students will analyze writings by historians with
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conflicting interpretations of all of these wars and be asked to evaluate the merits of each. Vigorous
participation in class discussion is a must.
David Wetzel is Lecturer in History. He specializes in international history of Europe in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. His books include The Crimean War: A Diplomatic History; A Duel of Giants:
Bismarck, Napoleon III, and the Origins of the Franco-Prussian War; and A Duel of Nations: Germany,
France, and the Diplomacy of the War of 1870-1871.
Natural Resources 84, Section 1
Global Environment Theme House Sophomore Seminar (1 unit, P/NP)
Professor Kate O'Neill
Monday 5:00-6:00, 4301 Foothill 4 - Classroom A, Class number: 25179
After the formal sessions, the professor and students may continue their discussion
informally over dinner in the Dining Commons. Food for Thought dining
arrangements and field trip arrangements will be discussed in class.
The goal of this Sophomore Seminar is to bring students and faculty together to explore issues such as
global environmental change, policy and management of natural resources, sustainable rural and urban
environments, and environmental leadership. The seminar will provide students and faculty a forum to
exchange ideas, challenge one another's thinking, and share experiences in a small group setting. Students
will have the opportunity to do research and teach their peers about regional to global environmental
issues in preparation for Theme Program field trips and guest speakers. Course enrollment is
restricted to Global Environmental Theme House participants. Obtain CEC from the
instructor. This seminar is part of the Food for Thought Seminar Series.
Kate O'Neill joined the Department of Environmental Science, Policy and
Management at UC Berkeley in 1999, specializing in the field of global environmental
politics and governance. She writes on the ever-changing nature of global
environmental challenges and our responses to them, on environmental activism
and social movements, and on the global political economy of wastes. She teaches
upper division and graduate courses in International Environmental Politics, and is a
leading faculty advisor in the Conservation and Resource Studies Major in the
College of Natural Resources. She holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from Columbia
University, and is a co-editor of the journal Global Environmental Politics. She is
currently the Resident Faculty member in Unit 2.
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